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Janie Koles Whif"Top
Honor As Junior Miss

p.

Better Weekly Papers
The News has won awards for outstanding excellence *very year it
has been submitted in ludgIng contests.

alab
Miss Janie Noles won the Fulton Junior Miss title
and Miss Christina McKinney the South Fulton Junior
Volume Thirty-Five
Misk title in the 1966 Jaycee Junior Miss pageant held
Saturday night.
The two young women will reprernt the Jaycees
at state pageants of their respective states.
The top award of the night went to Miss Noles, who
was selected by judges as the overall winner and was
named Twin Cities Junior Miss. She received an additional trophy, plus a $100 scholarship.
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James Henderson Given
High Post In Atlanta

Miss Letha Exum, 1966 Fulton
Junior Miss, served as hostess for
the pageant She drowned the winners and presented the trophies,
plus working out the choreography
and physical fitness routines presented by the contestants.
This was the Jaycees' first form-
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I am pleased to know that some
members of the Chamber of Commerce think it wise to "evaluate"
the merits of the International Banana Festival. Nothing would be
more helpful to the officers and
board of directors of the Festival
organization than for the Chamber
to call a sort of "beef" session on
the event, so that the officers of the
Festival can benefit from the views
of a wider range of citizens.
It would be grand, just wonderful, if people in all walks of life
would join in the discussion, without fear of recrimination, and say
just what they think are the good
and bad points. As an out-going official of the Festival I can tell you
with the greatest authority, that if
the officers had the benefit of good,
constructive criticism and new
ideas for brogramming so that
EVERYBODY could get the real
meaning of the Festival, the job of
serving as an official would be lessened ten-fold.
-How about it Chamber of Complanning
merce? It's program
time . . . or cancellation time,
people.
the
will
of
the
whatever is

at pageant for the twin cities, although they have had representatives in the Kentucky pageant in
Louisville the past two years. Previous Fulton Junior Misses were
Marie Ruddle and Miss Exum.
Ray Williams served as master
of ceremonies. John Reed was the
organist.
Miss Notes is a Fulton High
School senior and is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Notes of Fulton Route 4.
She is co-editor of the Fulton
High annual, recipient - of the Fulton High award, Miss Fulton High
and was voted "best all-around" in
the Senior Who's Who. She is president of the Explorettes, FTA officer, FHA officer, member of the
Future Nurses, Quill and Scroll
and National Honor Society.
Miss McKinney is the daughter
of James S. McKinney of South
Fulton Route 3. Besides receiving
a trophy, she was also the recipient of the Miss Scholarship
award, given to the contestant with
the highest scholastic standing. She
has an all-A standing at South
(Continued on Page Five)
(Photo on Page Five)

James B. Henderson, a special
agent with the Federal Bureau of
Investigation for the past 26 years,
has been employed as special associate city attorney for the Atlanta
government to investigate charges
of wrongdoing by city employees or
officials.
James, a graduate of Fulton
High School, and very active in
high school sports was affectionately known as "Shorty" to his
many friends. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Brooks Henderson of
Henderson Drive in Country Club
Courts.
A member of the District of Columbia Bar Association, James will
bring his wide experience with the
Federal Bureau of Investigation to
his new position. His brother
Charles has also retired from the
FBI after a long end distinguished
career and lives with his family in
Bellevue, Washington.
The post he is to fill was created
October 17 by the mayor aid Baard
of Aldermen.
Mr. Henderson's appointment
was announced by City Attorney
Henry L. Bowden. Mr. Henderson
is to work as a member of Mr.
Bowden's staff and under Mr.

Bowden's personal direction.
He is to assume his duties with
the city on December 2. which is
the day he will officially retire
from service with the FBI.
Mr. Henderson's work with the
FBI has taken him to many cities Phoenix, San Francisco. Washington, Memphis, Nashville, Cincin(Continued 07i Page Ave
,

Congressman Everett
Speaker For Charity
Congressman Robert A. "Fats"
Everett, of Union City, will be the
speaker at the fourth annual
charity benefit dinner, sponsored
by the Fulton Elks Lodge. The dinner will be held at Park Terrace
liestadrant at 7 p. m. December
14.
Tickets are $5.00 each, with proceeds used to buy clothing for
needy children. They may be secured by calling the Elks Lodge,
472-1113.
PLEASANT VISIT!
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brady returned Sunday from Louisville,
where they spent the Thanksgiving
holidays with their son and his
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Brady.
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Paducah Supporters Plan
Ward Appreciation Event
Jack Rottgering, well-known Paducah realtor,
Monday assumed the chairmanship of the Henry Ward
Appreciation Dinner to be held at the JCC Civic Center
on Park Avenue Dec. 8,
Rottgering said ticket sales for
the event are "brisk" and that
tickets are on sale at all Paducah
banks and branches, GAO Apothecary, Medical Arts Pharmacy, Albritton's Pharmacy and the SunDemocrat.
•

Tickets are also being sold by
members of the committee making
arrangements for the dinner and
by individuals:
The dinner is being sponsored
by a group of Ward's friends, which
includes members of all political
parties and many people described
as "completely non-political."

WOMAN'S DAY
Sunday, December 4, will be
Woman's Day at the First Christian Church and the entire morning
service will be given by women of
the Church. The public is cordially
invited to attend.

"The meeting is political," said
a spokesman for the group, "in
that we all want to see Henry
Ward elected governor."

More Local News
And Pictures On
Inside Pages

Henry Ward

James Henderson

Ward, who was elected to the
Kentucky House of Representatives
in 1933 at the age of 23, has had a
long career of public service, including a record six years as highway commissioner.
A native of New Hope in McCracken County, Ward lived at
Lone Oak and Paducah as a boy.

Nancy Adams With The In' Crowd Of Entertainment

I don't pretend to know anything
at all about high financing, but if I
wanted to learn the first thing I
would do would be to cancel my
subscription to the metropolitan
newspapers, weekly news magazines, break the tube on the TV
set and throw away the radio.
Beats me how we can stop inflation fever lay raising income taxes,
while the President reduces Federal spending by $5.3 billion, then
turns around and complains that
Congress added $5.7 billions into
our expenditures.
Even with these ball park figures
It looks like Congress is going to
spend $400,000,000.00 more than the
President is going to save, even before he saves it.
I guess these financial egg-heads
figure that if that pore weekly pay
check dwindles a little more, the
wage-earner ,will have less to
spend, so he won't buy as much.
As if he can buy all he needs right
now.
Trapped, that's what we are, just Nancy
is really swinging out a tune at the Waldorf-Astoria to entertain the fashionable diners who cam*
plain trapped in a financial sinkto hear the music of the incomparable Benny Goodman. That's Goodman blowing a mean tune on his clarihole.
If them wise guys in Washington net.
spend more billions than they take
in, how can a guy, with just a few
bucks a week, keep his head above
water, what with the cost of living
the highest in the history of this
country. I don't dig it. No wonder
the war on poverty is having such
The old saying that a prophet is not without honor Lawson Holderness is also the
a hard time winning the skirmish.
grand-daughter et Mrs. Stella
The battlefield is getting too save in his own land can apply to communities as well Yates, a pioneer Fulionian, who is
crowded.
our
the
of
to
growing fame
as people. We have reference
as enthusiastic about our Banana
With so much of the pay check
Banana Festival in the highest eschelons Festival as if she were on the board
going for taxes, and the govern- International
of directors.
ment spending it faster than we of government and diplomacy.
being in a position to tell
pay them, a relief check will soon
Yet, those of us, and that's most of us, who work theBesides
story of the Festival to some
be bigger and better to get than
our hearts out for the program each year, still find it mighty prestigious folks in New
sweating it out on a salary or runnecessary to listen to an individual or two who says: York through his advertising
ning a small business.
agency, Marvin is also president of
"What good does it do for Fulton?"
the Tennessee Society of New York
Kentucky Safety Commissioner
sympathy
some
for
with
questhe
off
this
We toss
and herein lies the most interesting
Glenn Lovern says that the high
toll, "tragically tioner when we receive comments from people who story I've heard in many a day.
traffic death
It's almost unbelieveably co-inpoints up" the need for bold, new commend us for our spirit and encourage us to greater
cidental. Hear this:
safety programs Isn't it possible goals.
that the growing highway slaughter
Late this month, Miss Tennespoints up the desperate need for
There are hundreds, maybe
see, Vicki Hurd, our immediate
some bold, searching crack-downs thousands of people in this here questions from more inquiring peo- past princess of the Banana Festion the safety programs we now now United States who never ask ple.
val is going to appear at the Tenhave?
Take for instance Marvin E. nessee Society of New York . . .
that question . .. they are former
Fultonians who are proud of the Holderness. Marvin is a vice-presi- in New York.
When the mail doesn't bring international reputation their home- dent of Doremus Advertising
—She will be introduced by none
some new announcement from a town is receiving around the far- Agency in New York City. He is
than Marvin Holderness, the
candidate for state office who flung corners of the globe. These married to the former Lawson other
club's
president.
doesn't promise "pie-in-the-sky" folks are more Informed about "the Yates, the daughter of the late
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the Paducah-Sun
lie joined
newspaper as a reporter upon
graduation from Augusta Tilghman
High Schoul in 1925.
lie also served asKentucky commissioner of conservation, and established the present park system
which has become vital to the economy of Western Kentucky.

Variety Magazine to the entertainer is what the drama critic is
to Broadway.
Favorable mention by either is
alpha and omega, the tops, the living end.
IllEc By the same token the name of
Benny Goodman on the orchestra
Ward also served as senator,
platform is what sterling means on
legislative aide to Sen. Earle C.
silve r
. the finest!
Clements, legislative rePresciltaWhelk,one applies both of these
live of the National Real Estate
tewhat Fulton's sexy own
Association and as a key official of
Nancy Adams ia up to these days,
the Louisvillc, Chamber of Cornit means this talented musician is
"in", she's arrived, she's reached
the plateau dreamed of, hoped for
CHANGE OF DATE.!
and worked for by thousands of
others in the entertainment field.
The South Fulton PTA oil meet
Nancy has just completed a tivo
at 7:30 p. m., Thursday. December
weeks' engagement as the featured
S. in the( high school gym. instead
soloist with the Benny Goodman
of Thursday, December I as sulked,
orchestra at the Waldorf Astoria
Jerry Bucher, stationed in Viet ,41,st. A Christmas musical will be
Hotel in New York, a rather dis- Nam wrote a letter of thanks for t•:( sented, tinder the direction of
tinguished stopping place, that for his gift from the homefolks. His airs. Nelson Tripp.
a NdIa—York address is what the letter appears on Page 7 of this
White House means to politicians. issue.
GROW WITH FULTON I I I
And how did she do? Here's what
Variety, the national magazine of
the entertainment world said:
"Nancy Adams registers as a
savvy band vocalist. She delivers
with a relaxed, understated
style which meshes nicely with
the band. She's very effective on
tunes like "Walking Happy,"
"This Excited Feeling Called
Love," and "I Can't Give You
Anything But Love."
That's not all; Goodman thinks
she is a rare combination of talented singer and competent musician.
She has been invited to appear
with the all-time favorite orchestra
leader at the Tropicana at Las
Vegas, when Goodman opens there
within the near future.
Nancy's mother, Lucille has just
returned from a three weeks' visit
(continued on Page Five

Dame Fashion To Usher In Holiday
Season At Fashion Show At Derby

Today (Thursday )is the day for
the Fulton County Medical Auxiliary's seventh annual luncheonstyle show at the Derby Restaurant.
This lovely affair has become the
opening event of the Christmas
season and also benefits the Auxiliary's scholarship loan fund. At the
time of the first luncheon -style
show, the scholarship loan was for
$100 to one student, but in the
seven years has grown to $200 per
year to two students. At the present the Auxiliary has one girl at
the University of Kentucky Nursing

What Good Is The Banana Festival? New York Executive Tells Us
kindred spirits now, that's for
sure! The common bond they share
is that Marvin married a Fulton
girl and Vicki has been "adopted"
by Fulton as one of the loveliest
ladies ever to wear a crown in anybody's country.

"Dear Mother Yates:

"We all enjoyed your letter and
we so much appreciated your sending it, together with the newspaper
clippings. The clippings provided
much of the information I needed
and if Mrs. Westpheling can find
—And so Marvin wants to know something else on the Ecuador
all about the Banana Festival, trip, so much the better.
Vicki Hurd, her reign as our Prin"I am continually impressed with
cess and her superb performance the wonderful contribution Fulton
"la
as
Spring
this
Ecuador
in
is making to Latin-American
Princessa del Festival del Banano." friendship and was most interested
There is no doubt that Marvin in the proposed Latin-American
will startle the former Tennes- Friendship Center and will want to
seans living in New York with his hear of the progress on this prointroduction of Vicki and her role ject. That was a wonderful picture
as the royal ruler of the 1966 Fes- of Paul, (Hornbeak) taken in contival. Mrs. Yates has sent him nection with the donation of the
enough information to write a two sewing machines.
book, but being in the public rela"This is the kind of activity that
tions field I am sure that Marvin can really mean something in
will pick up the real substance of building Latin-American friendthe program that wraps up the en- ship. The people up here are so
used to depending on Washington
tire intention of our program.
to do everything that they hardly
and "chicken-every-Sunday" I al- good of the Banana Festival," than Lawson Yates of Fulton and Mrs.
—Neither Vicki nor Marvin have
Here's what Marvin wrote to believe it when you tell them about
most want to sit down and cry out many people who live here, be- Yates who now lives in Kingsport, ever met each other. But they both
(Continual ow P,4ze snow
It.',
cause they have to answer more Tenn., Vicki Hurd's home-town. have some mighty, mighty close Mrs. Yates recently:

School atul one girl in nur,..
training at the Methodist Hospital
in Memphis.
"Without the help of the merchants, florists, models and the tactics who attend, this could not has e
been possible; so all involve,
should feel pride in this worthy
project,"
Mrs. Glynn Bushart
chairman of the style show said
today.
Merchants participating in this
ye-ar's show and their models are:
Clarice Shop - Miss Dee Fields,
Mrs. Bill Fossett and Mrs. Max
McDade; Dotty Shop - Miss Gail
Bushart and Miss Darlene Roberts;
Elizabeth's - Mrs. Charles W. Binford and Mrs. Hendon Wright:
(lrisham's Men's Wear • Ronnie
Bennett and John Reed; K. Hamra
Department Store - Miss Debby
llornra and Miss Sally Hall; Jack
Jill Shop - Scott Miller and Miss
Leigh Ann Weaks; L & Store - Miss
Michelle Homra and Miss Valerie
Homra; The Leader Clothing
Store - Miss Cathy Coleman and
Mrs. Wendel Wade; Tiny Toggery Rick Cardwell and Miss Leigh Ann
McAlister; P. If. Weeks' Sons Miss Barbara Brown. Miss Marianna Weaks and David Dunn.
Florist furnishing the Christmas
table decorations are: Billy and
Ann's Flowerland, Joy Lynn Flower and Gift Shop, Mac and Fay's
Flower Shop and Scott's Floral
Shoppe.
Mrs. Bob Peterson will narrate
the fashion commentary. Mrs. John
Ragsdale is ticket chairman.
CAGE OPENERI
Friday night, December 2, the
Fulton City Bulldogs will open the
basketball season, playing the Fulton County Pilots at Hickman. Two
home games are scheduled for
next week.

Editorials
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Thursday, December 1, 1966

IDOUGET CORNER

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WIISTPHOLIN.
Editors and Publishers

Letters To The Editor
THE NEWS welcomes expressions from its readers. Such items
must be signed but name will be omitted from publication If requested.

DESIGN FOR LIVING
TO THE EDITOR:

Savings Bond Chain Letter Is Illegal, Say Postal
Authorities; What About Indecent Advertising?
If you found time to read our
editorial page over the week-end we
hope you followed our suggestion to
write to our elected officials in Washington objecting to the use of the
mails for the dissemination of obscene
films and pornographic literature.
Only by concerted action on behalf of
interested citizens can we impress
upon our national leaders the necessity for halting the sale and publication of such demoralizing filth.
In the editorial last_ week we
commented upon the fact that the
Postoffice Department exercises
great control over many mailing
privileges, such as lotteries, etc., but
on it's own admission it is "powerless" to halt the mailing of lurid
literature.
The irony of it all is pointed out
in the release we received this week
from the United States Treasury Department. Compare the "evils" of the
chain letter activity with the sales
pitch of San Fair, a nudist magazine.
Here's the chain letter "evil,"
prohibited by postal law:
A special warning is being
issued throughout Kentucky today to the general public concerning participation in "chainletter activities involving the use
of United States Savings Bonds."
John U. Courtney, State Director, Ti. S. Savings Bonds Division, Treasury Department,
Louisville, issued the warning.
He noted that any letter scheme
which uses the mails is considered by the Post Office Department

as a violation of the postal lottery
and fraud laws.
Mr. Courtney continued that
even if the list of participants is
not circulated in the mails, this
does not change the illegality of
the operation since the mails are
used in some phase of the
scheme.
Lottery laws are considered
violated because the question as
to whether the chain will be
broken is a matter of chance as
is the possibility of winning anything. A Savings Bond purchased
in connection with such a scheme
becomes a share in the lottery
and .is nonmailable under the
laws.
The Treasury Department
chain-letter
that
believes
schemes are essentially get-richquick endeavors and do a distinct disservice to the Savings
Bonds Program. Rather than encouraging persons to make genuine investments, they create the
illusion that participants are aiding their Government and themselves, while in reality they are
violating the law.
Mr. Courtney concluded that
all bank issuing agents in the
State are advised to follow the
official regulations they now
have concerning "chain letter and
lottery schemes."
(Ed's Note: Mr. Courtney, isn't
the sale of photographs of naked individuals in all manner of indecent
poses, something of a get-richscheme?)

The Clothes Bank Needs Help! Please Give It!
At Christmastime This Is Expression Of Love
Our Fulton - Obion Counties
Clothes Bank continues to serve the
needs of persons who must depend on
its help for the proper clothing of
their families!
During the period from August
3 through October 15, a total of 356
children and 126 adults were served
and 2973 articles of clothing were distributed.
Ladies of the community have
made 166 children's garments during
the past two months for distribution.
Material for these garments has been
cut out and assembled into kits. The
garments are not difficult to make
from the kits; and, in this way, attractive, new garments are provided
for children at very little cost. Volunteers are still needed to make these
garments. Kits may be secured at the
Chamber of Commerce office.
Just think what an opportunity
we have before us to put our Christian love into action—a few hours
spent in making a little girl's dress,
dropping off a box of used clothing at
the Clothes Bank, sharing with someone else that which we will not use
any more.
And, as a result of such small
sacrifices, think how many men, women, and children have good clothing
to wear which will not only keep them
warm but will also enable them to
have the joy and the dignity of feelPublished Every Thursday of The Year
at 209 Commercial Ave, Fulton, Ky. 42001
Second • class postage paid et Fulton. Ky. 42E41.
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
Successor of various weelaly papers in Fulton
die first of which was founded In 1111110.
Voted ono of Kentucky's "Best All Around"
Weekly Papers.
Address all mail (subscriptions, chaivg• of address. Forms 3079) to Poet Office Beg $07 Fol.
Subscription Rates: 13.00 per year
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and
Weakiey Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere
Hi, United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3%

in Fulton
Oblen and
throughout
Sales Tax.
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ing dressed up and presentable.
The distinguishing mark of the
Christmas season is a feeling of love
and goodwill. We all seek to express
this lovely attitude to others through
our words of greetings, our greeting
cards, the gifts we give, the nice
things we do for others.
Why not do something nice during this Christmas season for your
less_ fortunate neighbors of the area
through your Clothes Bank? There
are still about a dozen children's garments cut out and ready to be made
for distribution. You could pick up
one or more of these at the Chamber
of Commerce office and make this a
part of your work of love this Christmas! The Clothes Bank will always
accept and put to immediate good use
gifts of clothing or of money. The
need is especially great at this time
for children's clothing.
You may be interested to know
that during the period from October
19 to November 19, 209 children and
81 adults were served by your Clothes
Bank and were given 2,121 articles
of clothing.
-Every person in the area can
share in some way in this continuing
work of love and goodwill which
benefits so many!
Stop Political, Not Consumer
Spending
OCALA, FLA.,STAR-BANNER:
"An opinion survey reveals that most
Americans favor a cut in federal
spending rather than increased taxes
as a means of controlling inflation.
What this shows is that more people
are becoming aware of the real cause
of the rising inflation which is troubling our country today . . . Do the
politicians want us to believe that
giving them more money to spend
will result in a lower cost of living—
that is, a dollar with more purchasing
power?"

I knelt at the knee of experience
And asked for the power to see
The fears and the pains and the heartaches
That some time might come to me.
I begged for the gift of foreseeing
The troubles that might lie in wait;
I pleaded a chance to avoid them
And thus thwart my predestined fate.
Experience, wise and all-knowing,
Refused to take heed of my plea,
Contending that men worth the living
Should live out their full destiny.
For life isn't all song and laughter,
There's grief, disappointment and pain;
We welcome the sunlight with gladness
Because of the clouds and the rain.
The sum and the substance of living
Means taking the fun with the strife;
It's making the best of the bargain,
And making the most of your life.
— Ray Medland

FULTON'S
ea.

jilxrury Conaerr
By Brenda Rowlett
The word biography means "life
story." -It is a true account of a
person's life. An autobiography is
a self-biography. It is a man's life
story written bY himself.
The able biographer presents all
skies. In doing this he also reveals
much about himself. A good biography is not a mere collection of
facts, but is a work of art, in which
the artist himself shows through.
The biographer is seen in his subject's life story, just as a painter is
seen in his painting or a composer
in his music.
Some of the biographies and autobiographies are listed below:
THE ODDS AGAINST ME, by
John Scarne, an autobiography.
The author has used his incredible
gambling sense, his miraculously
dexterous fingers (as a magician
he vied with Houdini), his brilliant
mathematical mind, his fascination
with carnival and gambling life,
to become America's number one
authority on gambling and odds.
HIROHITO by Leonard Mosley,

THE FULTON NEWS
FULTON

How could Hirohito, single-handedly, have ended World War II? Did
he know that Pearl Harbor was going to be attacked? What facts
show that be knew the war would be
loot only months after it belga& In
this intimate biogracthy of Hirohito,
Emperor of Japan, the author answers these questions.
BILLY GRAHAM, by John Pollock. Pollock tells the Graham
story from its simple beginnings in
a frame farmhouse near Charlotte,
North Carolina. As a boy, Billy
was busier with farming and
pranks, baseball and random reading than he was with formal studies. He grew tall fast; he "borrowed" his father's car to race it
over country roads; fell in and out
of love; and thought the devotional
books his mother read to her family
"all hogwash."
TCHAIKOVSKY. Lawrence and
Elizabeth Hanson. Ip this new
study, the authors bring into focus
the man whose works are among
the glories of music throughout the

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The ClockNovember 29, 1946
Jimmy Hancock and Barbara Homra, sophomores,
reigned as king and queen at the Junior Carnival held
last Friday night at the Science Hall. Contestants in the
beauty contest paraded along the "boardwalk" and Miss
Carmen Pigue was chosen as "Miss Fulton High."

Members of the South Fulton band, under the able
direction of Ed Eller, gave their annual concert before
the Fulton Lions Club last Friday.

The wedding of Miss Betty Lou Atwill, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs, Clem Atwill, to Robert Lee Brasfield, son
of Mr. and Mts. R. E. Brasfield, was solemnized at five
o'clock Sunday afternoon, November 24, in a simple
home ceremony at the home of the bride's parents. Both
the bride and groom are graduates of Cayce High School
in the class of 1946.

The annual Thanksgiving party was held Thursday
afternoon of last week by the Fulton Woman's Club.
Bridge, rook and bunco were played at 37 tables.

KENTUCKY

One of the greatest driving
forces of the Hitler Regime In
Germany in the late 30's and early
40's was the youth program. Today
in Russia and all Communist
countries there are organized
strong youth programs. We have
been reading just recently in the
newspapers articles concerning the
Red Guard in Communist China.
History has shown us that these
Youths can be completely dominated with one idea, they can be completely controlled and their minds
can be easily directed towards a
particular goal.
These programs are designed to
train youths in the ideologies of
Communism or some other belief.
These programs are mandatory
and consequently you have 100 percent participation. Yet, we in the
Free World are only reaching approximately one boy out of every
four through the Boy Scout Program. This is the only program in
the free world that devotes its full
time towards teaching boys good
citizenship training, belief in a
God and respect for the other man.
As one man so ably put it, we are
batting only .250 while the Communist are batting 1.000.
The program of President Johnson and the Congress has been
called "The Great Society". This
program is dedicated to an attempt
to improve the living conditions of
all of the citizens of our great land.
We are building new highways, new
schools and we are devoting monies
and energies towards the attrac-

world. With their thorough knowledge of music and the Russian
language, the Hansons have reinforced the advocacy of Tchaikovsky's compositions that they were
created by a substantially vigorous
and dynamic personality.
WINSTON CHURCHILL, by Violet Bonham Carter. This superb
account of the public and private
life of "the greatest Englishman"
of our century makes a rare firsthand contribution to the history of
an epoch and to the understanding
of a man. Violet Bonham Carter
was Churchill's close personal
friend for nearly sixty years. Her
book focuses on the formative and
crucial years from 1906 to 1916 that
shaped his political style as well
as his philosophy; it contains a
vast amount of new material that
has never been previously published.
COWBOY AT THE MIKE, by
Curt Gowdy. The "cowboy" of the
title is a man who rode out of the
wild west of Wyoming to become
one of the great figures in the
world of sports—Curt Gowdy, for
fifteen years Boston Red Sox announcer and now doing "The Game
of the Week," the All Star Game
and the World Series for NBC television. His story is both a colorful
description of broadcasting in the
sports world and a history of per-

tion of new industry to our communities. Here in our own community we have spent monies for
Public Housing to improve living
conditions, we have begun an
Urban Renewal Program, and we
have plans for the construction of
various Civic Centers and COMmunity Centers, all for the betterment of our community.
Nowhere have I read in any
newspaper article that your draft
card burners were former Boy
Scouts, nor do you find Boy Scouts
in riots, nor do you find them the
problem children in the schools,
nor do you find them slandering
and desecrating their country. Instead, you will find them in worship, be they Protestant, Catholic
or Jew. You will find them participating in local activities and
you will find them working to
wards a better community and a
better civilization.
Yet, the goal for the Scout Program in Fulton and South Fulton
is budgeted less than 50c per person. Therefore, I urge you to contribute generously of your money
and of yourself in every possible
way so that more of these boys
and your neighbor's boys can have
the good fortune of experiencing
the training and fun provided by
the Boy Scouts of America and
through this program they will be
better qualified as the future leaders of the City, County, State and
Federal Governments, and so that
they will be better qualified to win
the Cold War.
Submitted by
Rollin R. Shaw
City Manager

sonal bravery.
HAMMARSKJOLD, by Emery
Eden, Hammarskjold is an infor.
mative biography, an intelligent
analysis, and a very human story
of one of the great men of our
time. "He was a man of affairs
who walked about in a well-pressed
suit, but secretly he sought the
skeleton, the core. He applied him.
self to the strait gate and then narrow path along which no man
travels unless he leaves his-flesh
outside."
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THE THREE WORLDS OF CAPTAIN JOHN SMITH, by Philip L.
Barbour. Captain Smith is known
to most of us as a romantic figure
who captured the affections of
Pocahontas and was thus saved
from being clubbed to death. Fe,
Americans know that credit for the
success of the first permanent English colony in America is due more
to John Smith than to any other
man. .
JOHN PAUL JONES, by Samuel
Eliot Morison. Jones was our foremost sea captain in the Revolution
and the man who in many ways
set the standard for Annapolis. He
deserves a fairminded, full-length
biography. He lives again in this
book, in the salty, authentic, revivifying prose of Samuel Eliot
Morison.

Xavier Cugat's orchestra stopped at the Smith Cafe
last Friday at noon for lunch. Immediately autograph
hunters appeared on the scene. Mr. Cugat himself was
not with them, but 35 of the musicians had to do a lot of
signing. The popular orchestra was enroute from Memphis to St. Louis,
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A Fat and Lean basketball game will be played at
the Cayce gym on December 3, with the proceeds going
to the P. T. A. Roy Wade will be captain of the Fat team
and Harvey Bondurant captain of the Lean team.
;
If
FROM MT. MORIAH: Mr. and Mrs. Larrimore
Taylor are the proud parents of a little son, which is
their third son.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Clement and Susie Lee attended
the George Finch shower last week at Mrs. Patterson's.
ROUTE THREE, FULTON: Jack Foster was given
a birthday party at his home Wednesday night of last
week. A beautiful cake with 18 candles and his family,
his friends, Miss Jean Johnston of Cuba, Jerry Foster and Marilyn Works, made the occasion a very happy
one.
Dean Williams, Carl and Elno Foster each butchered a hog last week. Alvin Foster sold three nice hogs
Saturday that brought him over $300.
AUSTIN SPRINGS: Mr. and Mrs. Don Webb entertained with a miscellaneous shower honoring Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Harris, who were recently married. They
were recipients of many nice and useful presents, for
which they are very grateful.
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Louie Nunn, Glasgow Republican
Candidate For Governor In 1967
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Mike Mills Of Madisonville Makes
Known Race For Attorney General
Commonwealth's Attorney M
"Mike" Mills of Madisonville Tuesday announced that he will be aisv
Demacratic Candidate for Attorney
General of Kentucky.

sales tax or any other taxes. More
efficient operation of our government, which has grown fat and inefficient under twenty years of
Democrat rule, plus the normal
yearly increase in revenues, should
provide adequate revenue for the
programs our people are now developing. I will also urge our Congressional Delegation to support
the effort that will be made in
Washington next year, to enact
legislation that will permit a return of a part of our income taxes
to the States."
LOUIE B. NUNN
Louie B. Nunn of Glasgow, Kentucky, appeared in Frankfort today and filed his Notification and
Declaration of intent to seek the
Republican nomination for the office of Governor of Kentucky.
Nunn's Declaration was signed
by Edwin G. Middleton, Louisville,
Kentucky, attorney and Republican
National Committeeman. The second required signature was that of
Thomas D. Emberton of Edmonton, Kentucky, an attorney residing in the 5th Congressional District, who was Co-Campaign Chairman of Dr. Tarn Lee Carter in his
campaign for reelection to Congress.

On Roads and Parks, Nunn said,
"While we cannot deny that some
progress has been made in road
building and parks, there is room
for improvement. We must step up
our Rural Road Program, so our
people can reach the main arteries.
We still have too many farmers
contending with mud roads in the
winter and dust in the summer. I
intend to do something about this.
I also intend to give our County
Fiscal Courts more voice in the
Rural Road Program."

Nunn declined to further discuss
organization or candidates; or
campaign strategy.
Nunn further stated, "The people are now ready for a change in
Administrations in Frankfort. If,
after the Republican Primary, the
losing candidate will give the winner the same true-blue, loyal support that I have always given my
Party, there is no question in my
mind that we will win the Governorship next November."

Need Monej for Operating Expenses?

rcA

loan to buy feed, seed, fertilizer...to meet othUse a
er operating and family expenses. PCA loans offer advantages that come from 30 years of experience:
Low Interest Coat...rates are low and you pay only on
the amount used, for the time it's used.
Convenient Terms...repayment is scheduled when you
sell crops or livestock and have the money.
Personal Service...PCA is owned by the people who use
it...your loan makes you a member-owner.
There are other benefits—reasons why more than a halfmillion people look to PCA for money to meet expenses.

Ct?oduchon
ssociahun

The Madisonville attorney is serving his second six-year term as
Commonwealth's Attorney for the
counties of Hopkins, Caldwell and
Crittenden. having been elected at
the age of 31.

Regarding education; - Nunn declared, "Perhaps the most important problem of all that needs attention is our public school system.
A better educated people will result in more of the good life for
our people, attract industry, improve our State in general, we need
to put a check rein on government
administrative rule making. Too
many departments in state government are making rules and then
acting as prosecutor, judge, and
jury."

In filing, Nunn said,"My organization is well under way throughout the State, I also have several
individuals knowledgeable in public affairs and state government
assisting me in developing a positive forward looking program—a
Pertaining to cities, Nunn conprogram designed to move Kentucky off the bottom and place us tinued, "I do not believe the Fedamong the more progressive states eral Government alone should be
called upon to rescue our cities
in the nation."
from their many problems they
Nunn briefly stated his basic face today. Greater cooperation
platform position on a few of the and aid with the problems of the
issues of state government. "We cities will be a prime objective of
need to take a new look at our tax my administration."
structure, with a view toward
On Civil Rights, Nunn stated,
eliminating inequities that have developed. My opponent indicated "All citizens of this Commonwealth
last year when he appeared before are entitled to the same rights,
the Special Session of the Ken- privileges, benefits and economic
tucky Senate, that under certain opportunities and no person is enconditions he might favor an in- titled to any less because of race,
crease in the sales tax. I want to creed, or color."
go on record here and now that I
"The economic growth of our
would oppose any increase in the
State depends upon the good relationship of labor and management,
without which neither can survive.
My objective in the field of LaborManagement relationship will be a
stable climate, conducive to new
industry and the expansion of existing industries, with a fair and
reasonable return for all."
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Mills. in his announcement made
at Louisville, said that he is running
as an independent candidate and
that he hopes to obtain the support
of all Kentuckians -

JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit
Association

Elton Ramage
Seeks District
Senator's Post
Elton Ramage, Route 1, HickorT
Kentucky, announced today that he
is a candidate for the office of
State Senator of the First Senatorial
District of Kentucky, which includes
the counties of Graves, mamma,
Hickman, Fulton and Carlisle.
Mr. Ramage, 55 years of age, is a
having
the Policeman,yeahrsin
retired forState
past several
as
served
area,
dre
e
omag
Exameinas
erdinhtihsiswa
reside
LiMeet7R
at West Viola, and are the parents
of four children, Wendell Ramage,
Mrs. Phyllis Dublin, Mrs. Billy Lowe
and Wayne Ramage, all of Graves
County. Mr. Ramage is idso a
brother of Eulen Ramage, who has
with the rank of Colonel. Ile was served as Judge and Sheriff of Livmade Assistant Kentucky Plant ingston County for the past 30 years.
Superintendent in 1949, and he became Kentucky Plant Manager in He is a life-long Democrat and a
December, 1950. On June 1, 1957, Deacon in the Hickory Baptist
he became General Commercial Church.
Manager. He held this title until
Mr. Ramage states that he is conFebruary of 1966 when he was ap- nected with no political faction, and
pointed Assistant Vice President. wishes only to serve all the people
Mr. Ridgway has served his of this senatorial district.
community and state in many
capacities. He guided teh successCounty
Louisville-Jefferson
ful
THE END!
United Appeal as General Chairman of the 1966 campaign. Ile is The 16th-century geographer Gel
the current president of the Louis- rani Mercator theorized that a
ville Rotary Club. Mr. Ridgway is southern continent existed, else the
a Director at the International world would "topple over amidst
Center of the University of Louis- the stars." Captain James Cook, in
ville, a Director tot the University the 1770's, ended the myths when
of Kentucky Alumni Association, he charted Australia's coasts, the
and a Director of the Louisville National Geographic says.
Chamber of Commerce.

Sam Ridgway To Close Long Career
With Southern Bell Telephone Co.
Sam H. Ridgway, Jr., will retire
at the end of November from
Southern Bell where he is currently
serving as Assistant Vice President. Mr. Ridgway, a native of
Shepherdsville and a graduate of
the University of Kentucky, will
conclude 43 years of service with
Southern Bell since joining the
Company in 1924.
Mr. Ridgway was born at Pitts
Point, Kentucky, an area now
covered by Fort Knox. He spent
most of his early life in Shepherdsville. He graduated from the University of Kentucky in 1923 after
being a stand-out varsity athlete.
He joined Southern Bell in September, 1924 as a field man in a
Plant Engineer office. In 1927 he
transferred to the General Headquarters in Atlanta. On November
1, 1934 he was named District Plant
Chief in Atlanta, and four years
later was transferred to the same
job at New Orleans, Louisiana.
He returned to his native Kentucky in April, 1946 after spending
46 months in the army during
World War II. He left the army

He also served as a member of
the commission which rewrote the
State's Criminal Rules of Procedure.
having been appointed by Former
Governor A. B. Chandler and reappointed by Combs.
Active in civic affairs, Mills is a
past president of the Madisonville
Rotary Club, a former director of
the Madisonville Chamber of Commerce, a former commander of the
local V.F.W. and an attorney for
the Hopkins County Board of Erb-

S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern &
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints

In Operation 66 Years

• Large Display- •
'Well Lighted At Night •
'Open Sunday Afternoons'
Vv. D. Powers
J.
Fulton
Phone 473-111c,

B. MANESS & SONS

Greenfield

Mr. Ridgway is married to the
former Lucille Lay, and they reside on Cherokee Road in Louisville.
A successor has not been named
at this time.

I hope every one had a nice
Thanksgiving. The joint service
from Chapel Hill and Johnson's
Grove was well attended. Bro.
James Holt brought a nice message.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lawson, from
Sturgis, Ky., and Riley Smith
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
R. A. DeMyer.
Mrs. Jack Lowe is still a patient
in Hillview Hospital, where she had
surgery last Monday. She expects
to be home in a few days.
Bill Reese is improving, after
undergoing surgery at Hillview
last week. We hope he can come
home soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Raymond and
son, Don of Nashville spent
Thanksgiving with relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Kerry Bullock of
Dora, Ala., spent the holidays with
Mrs. Bullock's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Almus Polsgrove, and family.
Mr. and Mrs. William Greer were
in Paducah shopping last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin McCoullough, from Memphis, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Mancil Roach Thursday
Drexell "Drex" Davis, forty-five,
night.
Frankfort, Kentucky"; annotriced today that he will seek the Democratic
nomination for Secretary of State in
the May 1967 primary eiecticn.
Davis is presently serving as
Clerk of the Court of Appeals, having been elected in 1969. His other
experience in state government inRandy Adams president of the cludes four years as Administrative
Cayce 4-H Club, presided at the Assistant to the late Charles K. 0%
November meeting. The program Connell, Secretary of State, and ten
on "Teen-Time Grooming for Boys years as Deputy Clerk of the Court
and Girls" was continued, with of AppeaLs.
Kieth Menees telling the importchurch and
ance of good posture. Terry Adams Davis is active in
is past presitold what to wear at the appropri- ()hie organizations. lie
the Frankfort Lions Club
dent
of
ate time and how to blend colors.
and is now serving as District GovMiss Anna Thompson handed
ernor of 43N of the Kentucky Lions.
"Project Completion" certificates
He is a member of the American
to the members, after which games
Legion and the V.F.W and a former
were played until the meeting ad- member of the Frankfort Jaycees.
journed.
He and his family are members of
the Highland Christian Church at
Frankfort.
Davis attended Georgetown College
The English word "copper" am
where he was a member of Kappa
from Knees, the Greek name for Alpha fraternity. He and his wife,
Use island of Cyprus. Ancient Cyprus Sarah, have two children, Drex, Jr.,
was famed for its ore.
age 14, and Ann Lillis, age 6.

Teen Dress Subject
Of Cayce 4-H Meet

Mills, 41, is a past president of
the Kentucky Commonwealth Attorneys Association and is a member of the governing body of the
Kentucky State Bar Association.
Currently, he is the State viceMtKE MILLS
presidential nominee of the Association.
cation.
A World War
veteran, Mills has
In October, Mills represented
his Bachelor of Arts degree and
Kentucky•
• ' law degree from the University
ofi
Conference on Crime and Law En- Kentucky.
• married
•
He is
to the
forcement in Washington, D.C.
former Spencer McClure of Henry
He has served as Chairman of County. They have three children.
former Governor Bert Comb's Task
thsn
ForceofonGovCoenor
rrrectiosard T
a&BChairGROW
Edward
itt's Task Force on Criminal Jus- —
tice.

The range for
modern coolci is electric
The electric range, with its even, measured heat, is the
first choice of up-to-date homemakers. In surface cooking, its controlled heat permits you to cook with less
water. This means that more vitamins and minerals
come to your table in the vegetables you cook.
The oven, insulated on all six sides, bakes and roasts
without heat loss. The heat you set is the heat you get.
With the approach of the holiday season, wouldn't a
range like this fit into your cooking plans?
Your appliance dealer has a variety of new electria
ranges in many styles and models for your selection.
Visit him today.
filimmOINAMOWNIONNOIMMUMMIIMPRINWNWOMIMAMMUMMIMMUMMMORMOMMIIMMAMI
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J. E. Covington

DEATHS

Jim Ernest Covington died Tuesday, November 29, in the Veterans'
Hospital in St. Louis. Funeral services and burial will be in St.
Louis.
Mr. Covington was the brother
of Mrs. Dee Ferguson of South Fulton and Mrs. Raymond Bondurant
of Marlin.

Mrs. Beulah Vaden

Elderly Citizens
Receive Special
Security Benefits

/7Tria TO

RE/VFW
,
Z1R/VER

Birthday in
DEW

"Knowing Your Shape and Form
and What to Buy." Mrs. Irene
Nabors talked on "Home Management." Miss Wylie gave a lesson
on sewing on snaps and eyes, also
hand-sewing of zippers.
Recreation was enjoyed, with

Mrs. Frank Parrish and Mrs. Willie Sherldon being the winners.
The door prize was drawn by Mrs.
Lorenzo Palmer.
The club's Christmas party will
be held in the home of Mrs. Irene
Nabors on December 14th

MAKE THIS

First monthly checks were delivered this month to about 400
Funeral services for Mrs. Beulah
elderly Paducah area residents.
latts Vaden were held last SunThe special benefits, payable to
lay, November 27, in Bethel
persons 72 or older who are not
Church on Highway 307. Burial, in
eligible for regular social security
charge of Whitnel Funeral Home,
cash benefits, were made possible
was in Clark Cemetery.
by art amendment to the social seMrs. Vaden, 80, died Friday, Nocurity
law enacted earlier this
vember 25, at the home of her
year, Charles M. Whitaker, social
daughter, Mrs. Freeman Dallas.
9:45
died
at
Haman
George
Mrs.
security district manager, said tothe was born in Hickman County,
m. today (Wednesday) at the day.
the daughter of the late Billy and a.
Edward Haman, The special monthly payments,
her
son,
home
of
WITH
4amantha Batts. She was the
810 Eddings Street.
amounting to $35 a month for a
widow of Claude Vaden, who died
Other survivors are one daughin 1950. She was a member of the ter, Mrs. Marie Rashid of Fulton; single person and $52.50 for a
couple, are financed out of general
First Methodist Church.
three sons, Fred Haman of Fulton,
Surviving, in addition to Mrs. Abraham and Charlie Haman of Federal revenues, not Out of social
security
tax contributions, WhitMrs.
daughter,
another
Dallas, are
Immadiata Dellveryl-Good Selection on our Floor to Choose From
St. Louis; one sister, Jemilla
Gerald Rachels of Martin; one bro- Zacharia of St. Louis; eight grand- aker noted.
ther, George Batts of Fulton four children and one great grandchild.
These payments are intended to
four great
grandchildren, and
Mrs. Haman was a member of provide a small continuing income
grandchildren.
to people who may have_missed out
The News takes pleasure in
the Trinity Episcopal Church.
Funeral arrangements, which will on social security coverage be- wishing Happy Birthday to the folcause
they
were
too
old
when
solowing
friends:
be under the direction of Whitnel
Funeral Home, are incomplete at cial security started, or worked in
Workers Home
The Welfare
December
4: Barbara Ann Cruse,
occupations not covered by social
press time.
Robert McAlister. William Mitch- Demonstration Club met Novemsecurity until recent years.
December 5: Bobby M. Brown, ber 25 with Mrs. Lon Watts. The
Funeral services for Henry CasPersons 72 or older who are not ell;
T. Burrow, Marvin Cardwell, roll call was answered by ten
tleman were held in the Ruthville
eligible for a public retirement J.
Ryan Hargrove, Danny Parr; De- members and there were five visiBaptist Church Sunday afternoon,
benefit from the Federal Governcember 6: Mrs. 0. L. Bowden, tors, Mrs. W. K. Emily, Mrs.
November 27, with Bro. Jerry
ment,
or
from
a
State
or
local
govMadeline Bowers, Mrs. Jack Fos- Charles Jones, Mrs. Marshall RogGallimore_of Dresden officiating.
ernment retirement system, can
ers, Mrs. William Rogers and
Burial was in East Side Cemetery
The following were patients in collect the monthly payments, ter, Barbara Gilbert, J. C. McAlister, Kirk Vowel', David White, Home Agent, Miss Helen Wylie.
at Martin, with Jackson Funeral Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
Whitaker said.
David Winston;
New officers in charge of the
Home in charge.
November 30:
Those who are receiving public
December 7: Susan Burrows, meeting were: Mrs. Bob Elliott,
Mr. Castleman, 74, a retired
retirement benefits that are less Roy Morris, Mrs. J. B. Nanney; president; Mrs. Carl Kimberlin,
farmer of Route 3, Martin, died at
FULTON HOSPITAL
than the $35 a month for a single December 8: Rita Cash, Don Col- vice president; Mrs. Lorenzo Palhis home on Friday, November
Mrs. L. 0. Bradford, Mrs. Bert person, or $52.50 for a couple, may lier, Mrs. Hugh Pigue, Mickie Fu- mer, secretary and Mrs. Willie
25th, following a lengthy illness.
Newhouse, Mrs. Georgia Haman, be paid the difference between trell; December 9: It. L. Harris, Sheridon, treasurer.
He was born in Hickman County,
Benny Colley, Mrs. Lola Boone, their present public retirement Carrie Nell Laird, Mary Jo PawMrs. V. L. Phillips, a project
the son of the late Marshall and
Mrs. Genevieve McAllister, Mrs. benefits and the amount of the new lukiewicz, Chuck Williams; Decem- leader, showed aprons and other
Iona Covington Castleman. He was
Fulton
Phone 472-3704
Walnut Street
Mary Sensing, Mrs. J. W, Elledge, special payments.
ber 10: Mark Caldwell Fields, Don- craft articles. Mrs. Harry Watts,
a member of the Cyprus Creek
Fulton; Cleo Peeples, Thomas
home furnishing leader, talked on
Missionary Baptist Church near
Those getting public assistance oie Green.
Perry, Mrs. Archie Hornsby, Mrs.
Martin.
from a State welfare agency will
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Odie J. M. Hale, South Fulton; George be eligible for the new special
H. Castleman of Route 3, Martin; Gordon, Otis Canter, Fulton Route; benefits only for those months in
Barbara Vaughn, Route 1, Fulton;
five sons, James and Gary Castlethey do not receive a cash
E. 0. Berry, Oakton; Mrs. Evelyn which
man of Route 3, Martin, William
welfare payment.
Taylor, Water Valley; James InCastleman of Route 1, Fulton;
eligible people in the Paman, Route 1, Water Valley; Mrs, "Most
Charles Castleman of Woodland
were sent questionJohn Finch, Route 1, Wingo; J. L. ducah area
Mills, Herschel Castleman of Lanaires from our office on the basis
Ladd, Mrs. Fred O'Neal, Clinton;
Center, Ky.; four daughters, Mrs.
medicare application and
Mrs. Nellie Meeks, Dukedom; Mrs. of their
James Parks of Route 5, Fulton,
did not have to make separate apLucille Rainbolt, Dresden.
Mrs. John Meta and Mrs. Frank
plication for the special benefits,"
Whitaker said. "About 75 persons
Buck of Flint, Mich., Mrs. Sue WilHILLVIEW HOSPITAL
whose names we did not have in
son of Madison Heights, Mich., 32
Mrs, Nettie Miller, Mike Cole,
-our
files did come in and apply,
grandchildren and
seven great Mrs.
Garvis Holly, Mrs. Ona Wil- however."
grandchildren.
liams, Mrs. Carl Tdilam, H. L.
Whitaker also had a special mesHardy, Mrs. Mary Faulkner, Curtis sage for those who may
be apThurman, Fulton; Mrs. Russell proaching age 72. If you
reach 72
Boaz, Glenwood Thompson, Mrs.
before the beginning of 1967 you
Jack Lowe, South Fulton; Mrs. may
collect these special payments
Mrs. I.uby Green died Monday Terry Rhodes, Route 3, Fulton; without any social seCurity credit,
morning November 28, in the Ful, Mrs. Sam Batts, Dukedom; Phillip but you should come in and apply
ton Hospital. Funeral services Scarbrough, Union City; Mrs. Wil- either in the three months before
were held Tuesday, November 29, liam Traywick, Bruceton; Aubrey your birthday or the month of your
in the Calvary Cumberland Pres- Copelen, Mayfield; Mrs. Eddie birthday. The special payments are
byterian Church, with Rev. Ed Hicks, Route I, Water VaLleY.
not retroactive and you will lose
Taylor and Rev. Milton Clapp ofbenefits for some months if you
ficiating. Burial, in charge of
delay until after you become 72
SEEING THINGS!
Hopkins and Brown Funeral Home,
to
apply, Whitaker pointed out.
Astronauts have to guard against
was in the church ceemtery.
optical illusions. For instance, a
Mrs. Green, 77, was the wife of cube becomes diamond-shaped
VETERANS' PARTY!
Luby Green of Water Valley. She against the blackness of space, and
Tbe World War I Veterans, Twin
was the former Miss Inez McNeil.
City
Barracks
No. 2352, will hold
a circle seems to take an elliptical
Surviving, in addition to her form.
its Christmas party at the One and
husband, are two daughters, Mrs.
All Club tonight (Thursday) at 7:30
Margie Ingrum of Route 1, Water
p. m A turkey dinner will be servValley, and Mrs. Laverne Potts of
mi, followed by an interesting proRoute 1, Wingo; one son. Scott
gram. All World War I veterans
Green of Route 4, Mayfield; two
and their families are urged to atsisters, Mrs. Lottie Boyd of Route
tend.
I, Wingo, and Mrs. Anna Wray of ni ANTENNAS: We install
Route 2, Water Valley; one broth- trade-repair and move. Get our
er, Burnett McNeil of Wingo, 15 prices. We service all makes TV.
grandchildren and nine great Phone 472-3643. Roper Television.
,:randehildren.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
43 acres land, 11
/
2 miles from
chine and electric floor polisher city limits, on East State line, Ky.
end electric vacuum cleaner. Ex side. This is an ideal future home
:hange Furniture Co.
site and a good investment for
NOW. Land is fenced and cross
Funeral services for Dallas EdCARD OF THANKS
fenced, and sowed down in permant
uard (Buddy) Shackelford, of
pasture. This property will increase
Union City, were held November 29
We want to thank everyone who in value next two years and will
in White-Ranson Memorial Chapel responded so cordially during the pay better th.tri 8 percent as curat Union City, with Rev. Fred Ken- passing of our father and husband rently operated. Has small feed
dall, pastor of the First Baptist this past week. The flowers were grain base. $500.00 and balance is
Church, officiating. Burial was in beautiful and humbly received. We rented for cash dollars. WHY
know he would have been very GAMBLE IN MARKET OR LEND
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Shackelford, 32, died early happy.
YOUR MONEY AT 4 percent when
Monday morning, November 28,
The Family of Coy Harrison
this property is immediately availHe was the son of John Hillary and
GIVE FOR CHRISTMAS a beau- able. Over 1900 feet on black top.
Alice Bell Shackelford, and was a
Other land along this road has
member of the First Baptist tiful Hammond organ or Wurlitzer, tripled in value the past two years.
Church. He was associated with his Everett or Steinway piano. Call
father-in-law, Kelly M. Jones, in Mrs. L. C. Logan 472-2405, representative for Jam's of Jackson.
the J&S Oil Company.
50 acres and a good home, good
His body was discovered Monday
barn, milk barn and good fences.
morning at the J&S Oil Company's
WE RENT - - House
is completely modern, baseFirst Street office in Union City.
ment den and fire place. Located
Having been in ill health for the
9 miles North Fulton, Ky., just
past few years, he had apparently
off of Highway 45. This property is
Hospital bet's
taken his own life by piping exfor sale or trade. Priced at
haust , fumes from an automobile
Baby beds
$16,000.00.
into the office.
Vacuum Cleaners
Surviving are his wife, the former Miss Nancy Jones of South FulFloor polishers
ton; his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
IF YOU WANT RENTAL PRO.
Kelly H. Jones of Union City; two
PERTY, I have a four unit apartWADE FURN. CO.
sons. Carl Edward and Kelly, Jr.,
ment house, that I can sell with a
of Union City, and one half-brother, Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky. small down payment, you can live
Jack Shaekelford.of Baltimore, Md.
in one and rent other three for a
nice income. I WILL TRADE THIS
FOR ANY KIND OF PROPERTY,
REAL ESTATE OR OTHERWISE
— SEE —
and will finance the balance. This
property is located on Oak Street
Not all traffic fatalities are caused from drinking while driving or speeding.
in South Fulton.

L/CFAIE

Mrs. George Haman

Christmas
SOMETHING SPECIAL

ADMIRAL or RCA COLOR TV

Happy Birthday Welfare Workers
Meet With New
Officers, Guests

Henry Castleman

Enjoy The Biggest, Brightest Color
Pictures Ever!

And With Exclusive Triple Warranty
PAY AS LITTLE AS $5.60 A WEEK

HOSPITAL NEWS

GRETSCH and HARMONY
Guitars - Amplifiers - Supplies
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WOOD & PRUITT TV

Mrs. Luby Green

CLASSIFIED ADS

FOR SALE:

D. E. Shackelford

Life will go on
without you.

Fulton Insurance Agency
roe

EOM

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
- FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 477-1351
208 MAIN STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY

CALL

WICK SMITH
Real Estate Broker
Fulton, Pho. 472-1292

But too many of them are. Even if you don't have an accident, you could be
arrested ... heavily fined ... lose your license (and maybe your job?). You
know all of the arguments against speeding or drinking while driving. If you
still want to do it ... remember: life will go on without you.

Kentucky Department of Public Safety
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IFYE Student
Speaker For
Annual Meet
The Fulton County Bothemakers
Association will have ita annual
meeting on Friday, December 9,
from 930 a. m. to noon, at the
First Methodist Church in Fulton.
Miss Gall Mayer, McCracken
County 4-H Club member, who has
just returned from six months in
Turkey as an International Farm
Youth Exchange (IFYE), will present the program on "Women in
Turkey". Miss Mayer, who is a
senior in Home Economics at the
University of Kentucky, will illustrate her presentation with slides
of Turkish Women at work in various homemaking tasks. She will
also show souvenirs, garments, and
gifts given her by her host families
in Turkey.
Serving as hostess for the meeting will be members of Bennett
Homemakers Club. Fulton Homemakers Club will have charge of
decoration, and Victory Homemakers Club will serve a coffee at 9;30.
All Fulton County Homemakers
are urged to attend and visitors are
welcome.
At the business meeting with
Mrs. Bill Holland, County President, presichng a vice-president
and secretary Will be elected. The
recently revised constitution of the
organization will be voted upon by
the members present.
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mercial jingles in Nancy's present
(Continued from Page OW
bracket is good for from $50,000 to nati, Dayton, Baltimore, as well as truth or falsity of an allegation."
$250,000, and she is nit on the bot"I would hope and expect from
Atlanta. He has served in Atlanta
tom.
the last four and onethalf years.
my experience that will be just as
Floyd's Success
He is a native of Weakley Coun- interested in proving the falsity of
Floyd is doing all right himself. ty, Tenn., and obtained his law allegations as I am in proving the
Winners of door prizes at "Open
Ile has two songs coming out on a degree at National Law University truth of these allegations," he said.
new Gale Garnett reelase. He and in Washington, D. C. He and his
Alderman Richard Freeman, who house" held last Sunday at the FulAl Rinker wrote "The Name of family live at 5790 Kayron Drive was foremost among those advo- ton floral shops are as follows:
Billy and Ann's Flowerland the Game," which will be the title NE.
cating creation of the new post, desong of an album Perry Como rescribed himself as "pleased" over Mrs. Tom Mahan and Mrs. S. H
Atin
new
is
the
position
While
Edwards; Joy Lynn - Mildred
cords next month. Rinker, one of
Henderson's selection.
it is not new nationally. At- Mr.
Mac & Fay's - Floyd Marthe old Rhythm Boys Trio (Bing lanta,
"I've talked to Mr. Henderson on Greer;
had an internal security unit
lanta
Harry
the
tin and Mrs. Jewel Greer; Scott's
Barris
were
and
Crosby
police department alone. Es- several occasions," said Mr. Free- Floral Shoppe - Mrs. Frank Wigothers), worked with Floyd then at in the
sentially what the city has done is man. "He has a good background gins.
Pepper.
to create an all-encompassing unit and I believe he has a good underHe has written many songs with of this kind. The attempt, as of- standing of the nature of the job
Cy Coleman, who wrote the music ficials have said, is to see that ahead of him."
NEW IN '921
for "Wildcat," and they have one rumors of wrongdoing are proved
Five years after admission to the
called "Sweet Talk" which Barbra out or exploded, so that they are
Union in 1792, Kentucky passed its
GOOD Vs b. _
Streisand, Peggy Lee and Tony not left to fester as rumors and unfirst legislative act concerning
Bennett are all doing in albums, dermine respect for the employees
for new
In the past ten generations you roads. The act provided
and Doris Day's producer wants to or offieials concerned, or for the
all ablehave had 1024 ancestors. In the past wagon roads, and required
talk to them when Floyd goes to city govcr:reent generally.
older
and
.16
citizens
you have had bodied male
20 generations
Hollywood next month. He also has
a spy
for
roads
the
on
work
to
you
Therefore
ancestors.
1,048,576
interview,
an
in
Henderson,
Mr.
show
new
to
maappointments
aligut what is 'born' cified period.
terials to Andy Williams, Dean observed that his experience needn't worry
plenty of good and
Martin, Peggy Lee and Rosemary throughout his career as an FBI in you. There's
GROW WITH FULTON I 1 1
agent has. involved "Getting the bad!
Christina McKinney and Janie Noles are shown her* with Princess Clooney.
Lethe Exum who *resented them with their new honors.

Florists Announce
Door Prize Winners

JANIE NOLES(continued from Page One'

NANCY ADAMS-

(Continued from Page One)
Fulton High. She was named Miss in New York with her famous dau"She is so busy with her
ghter.
South Fulton High School, class
favorite, and is co-editor of the television commercials, doing arrangements for such nationally
school annual.
known personalities as Kate Smith,
et at, we only had one free day in
newsthe
of
a
member
She is
paper staff, a junior honor student, all that time to just be together and
a member of the Beta Club, 4-H visit and talk about our family and
Honor Club and the Explorettes. friends,"; she said.
And if further evidence is needed
She is president of the 4-14 Club,
president of FHA, secretary of the to reveal the kind of company she
senior class, secretary of the stu- is keeping in the excitement of
dent council and was Girl State New York's entertainment whirl,
delegate last year. She won second "Where," the magazine that tells
place in the district art contest and what to do and where and when in
has been in the math contest for New York, devoted it's front cover
two years. Her talent was a piano to Nancy singing with the Goodman
orchestra. On the inside pages of
selection.
the booklet Nancy was listed with
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. "Happy" Howas runner- Bob Crosby, Ella Fitzgerald, Peggy
Bass
Sheila
Miss
gan returned to Fulton Wednesday
the Fulton Junior Miss con- Lee, Jerry Vale and others, as the
morning from a 2-week visit to up in
test. A Fulton County High School people to see and enjoy while in
Arizona and New Mexico,
student, she is the daughter of Mr. that fabulous city, where stardom
In Scottsdale, Arizona they visit- and Mrs. Robert Bass of Hickman. in the entertainment field is harded Mrs. Hogan's son, Hugh Mac
The South Fulton runnerup was er to come by than a buggy whip
McClellan and family. Both Mr. Miss Jane Graves, daughter of Mr. in Detroit.
former
his
the
and
wife,
McClellan
Nancy and her equally talented
and Mrs. Jack Graves.
Mildred Mount, are native FultonThe Miss Congeniality trophy husband, Floyd Huddleston, a comtans. They have three children.
song-writer, musical arposer,
was awarded to Miss Brenda Sue
ranger and producer, are loving
The Hogans also visited in Tuc- Gattis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
every busy minute they five in
son and Phoenix. They made the Fletcher Gattis of South Fulton
New York. When time permits they
Route 3,
trip by auto
work together on all sorts of musical productions.
Pretty, 27-year-old Nancy, originally from Fulton, Ky., went to
Murray State and Memphis State,
ACROSS
got her first break as a winner of
1.Harbor
the Mid-South Fair Youth Talent
9.Piece of
Contest, sponsored by The Pressnews
Scimitar and WRFC. She won on
9.Tree
the old Arthur Godfrey Talent
12. Declare
Scouts show, was featured by God13. You: archaic
frey for several weeks on his
14. Number
morning radio show, came back to
beast
15. Desert
Memphis to return to school. She
17. Give
weapons
worked with Floyd making jingle
18. Greek letter
commercials at Pepper Studios in
19. Component
Memphis and for two years was
21. Foundation
Good
featured on WREC-TV's
23. Medicine
Morning From Memphis show. She
amount
dance-bands
several
with
sang
24. Damp
around Memphis.
25. State: abbr.
We now hear her voice on 17 dif20 Awakens
28. Deface
ferent commercials, on some of the
29. Enthusiast
biggest shows on the air, and RCA
30. Dregs
Victor put her under recording con31. Marsh
tract a few months ago.
32. Whale
Newport cigarets just put her un. Thought out
45 Field
37. Bus t
33. Finish
der exclusive three-year contract,
16. Fewer
34. Church seat 38. Confined 47, Ethical
cigaret commercials only, at a
39. Foot-lever 48 Building 20, Neon; chem.
35. Carried
22. In
wing
yearly figure which is confidential
36. Suffix: past 41. Bits
Shake
24.
Formerly
49
Anger
41.
but astronomical, and hers is the
ten-5e
26. Drowsier
51 Russian
you hear singing "Newport
voice
27. Gently
river
tastes better, tastes fresher, too
28. Cut grass
52 Cereal
. . ." They put her under contract
29. Chained
53 Cry
to get her away from Winston's,
54 Whirlpool 31. Wager
which then re-did its singing com32. Comfort
DOWN
34. Cushion
mercial, but they ended up saying
35. School
I. Step
they were just going to keep on
period
2. Egg-shaped
Answer!, on
using the itld one Nancy made for
37. Musical note
3. Cured
them. She does a Chevrolet com4. Trembling 38. Italian river
mercial you hear on Bonanza, and
40. Omit: print.
Page 8
fits
she also does a Plymouth com5. That thing 41. Spice
mercial, but its vocal effect with42, Ground
6. Which
out words, so that in the strange
Don't Peek!
7. Ever: poet. 43. Kill
world of broadeast advertising
8. Part or limb 46. Compass
point
sponsor conflict can't be claimed.
9. Enemies
10. Familial. .50. Prefix: on
Nancy also draws pay from Ballantine Ale and from Chanel No. 5
Perfume. She is the voice of the
Patty Duke theme song. Her commercials are heard on the Andy
Williams Show and the Ed Sullivan
Show.

Hogans Enjoy Visit
Homefolks In Arizona

by Horace Elmo
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THE FIZZLE FAMILY
sNoVn IS THE BOSS
SECRE-TARY
SORE!
QutT NO 1-115 Win H4RED
NEw OWE FOR HIM!

By H.T. Elmo
14‘711-11t4G!
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Crossword Puzzle

0EAVEN HILL
the best mixer in town
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BARDSTOWN. NELSON COUNTY, KENTUCKY
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Calling All Santas!
Home Gifts Appeal To Everyone
Yes ... Home gifts are the best, especially
when you choose them in a store that knows.
These suggestions are for family gifts ...
big, imoortant, and beautiful. Come in and
browse. We'll gladly hold your gift for future
delivery.

- - - FROM YOUR

"MERRY CHRISTMAS
FURNITURE STORE"
Lay-A-Way!

Now!

Record Quickly Withdrawn
Her recording career with Victor
is barely started. They released one
record which was doing well in
New York and L. A. Floyd said,
but withdrew it hurriedly when the
song was "covered" by several big
names, because they didn't want
her buried at the start.
Floyd manages the jingles part
of her career, wrote several of the
audition jingles and took her to the
right places. Her career got a big
boost when Dick Williams, Andy's
brother and one of the best commercial jingle singers, heard a
tape she made and submitted it to
Les Paul, who had her record with
him. Gerald Purcell, who discovered and now manages Al Hirt, along
with Gale Garnett, Monique Van
Vooren and Ethel Ennis, saw her
with the Ray Charles Singers on a
Perry Como show and became her
personal manager. He also manages Floyd in the song-writing
•in
Without mentioning a specific

Come to EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY for unusual styling. "different" furniture
gifts that you won't find elsewhere. Low prices,
too, and budget terms ...and remember, a gift
for the home is one that will keep on "giving"
after Christmas is gone.

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Commercial Ave.

472-1533
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Tuberculoses mearss suffering and
economic loss to thousands of Amerithan other livestock enterprises.
Joe Martin, County Agent
cans. Answer your Christmas seal
Sheep will convert this roughage
Onkel City, Tons.
hotter today to help an out TB.
into a marketable product in an
almost production line fashion. The
reteem
DAIRY
HERD
wool clip comes in early spring
IMPROVE
MENT
Cotton
farmers
across
Towering skyscrapers ... "The performance of our club
the nation
around April and May when money
honored guests at the Interna- in every county and district acwill be voting on two vital issues—
ASSOCIATION
GA (4e
is badly needed for current extional Ampitheatre ... living in tivity would not have been pos(1) Cotton Marketing Quotas for
penses, then the early lamb crop
the world's largest hotel.. ,
For the second straight year, W.
sible without Troy's outstanding
1967 and (2) Cotton Research and
leadership as club president,"
7enset in May and June, then often the
N. Hammond's dairy herd was the Promotional Order on December
5
hold over lambs which could not
said Mrs. Ed Martin, club leader.
top milk-herd in the Obion-Weakley through 9.
make the scales earlier sell in the
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
County Dairy Herd Improvement
fall. This makes a supplementary
Costellow, he will be the guest
The Fulton ASC County CommitAssociation, Mr. Hammond was
TRANSPARENT!
income pattern that is welcomed
of Standard Oil Company
the only member of the associa- tee is holding meetings on Friday,
PLASTIC
With AM PRYOR
(Kentucky),
on most farms in our area.
December
2, 1966. One will be held
tion to receive the coveted Blue
aancolisrel asset. Cash ...wool Rah./
Tichenor,
the son of Mr. and
Sheessnen praise their flocks,
at
Lodgeston
Community
Award,
Center
which
was awarded this
Mrs. L. A. Tichenor, won the
grazing habits as being seasonal
SHEEP IMPORTANT TO
year to only 19 herds out of 440 9:30 A. M. and another at the RECC
safety award sponsored by Genwith the pasture cycle. Under
AGRICULTURE INCOME
herds
on
test
in
Tennessee for Building, Hickman, Kentucky, at
eral
Motors.
prize
His
winning
normal conditions heavy grazing
averaging over 500 pounds of but- 1:00 P. M. The purpose of the
safety demonstrations were
TicInsor
Cost•Ilow
In Kentucky and Southern Illinois comes early for three or four
terfat per cow in his herd. This meetings is to acquaint farmers
"Buckle Up for Safety" and
our sheep industry is at an all time months while the ewes are milikng
year, milking an average of 26.7 with the issues involved and the de"Safety on the Farm, in the
low. In fact, in the United States as heavily and the lambs growing.
cows per day, the Hammond herd tails of casting ballots since the
Home and on the Highway."
a whole we have found that sheep The ewes will utilize much pasture
averaged per cow for the year 13,- referendums are being conducted
Applying his safety knowlaumbers are the lowest since 1875. during the year that would otheredge on his father's 286 ante
080 pounds of milk and 502 pounds by mail.
We are importing more wool and wise be unused. Sheep also graze
farm, Tichenor installed fire ek•
of butterfat. The average for the
All Farm Operators, Land Ownlamb every season and find the closely and thrive on less suppletingulsheis in all buildings and
Weakley - ,Obion County Associa
: ers, Sharecroppers and Tenants
price sheep men receive for their mental grain during the lush pasattached slow moving vehicle
tion was 9,930 pounds of milk and are
urged to attend the meeting
wool clip and 'atilt) crop drop a lit- ture season. Since sheep should be
emblems on all their farm equip410 pounds of fat. _
which is most convenient for them.
tle every year. With all the factors in a thin but thrifty condition at
ment traveling on highways.
egibi
against the production of sheep breeding season in the late sumIt is always enjoyable to visit Representatives from the State OfEAcellenee in gardening won
moo,
LeGrand
'here is still a bright outlook for our mer or early fall, this benefits the
the horticultural award for Le
the Hammond dairy farm and ob- fice are expected to be at each of
These are some of the exciting Grand, who begins planting tns
woolly friends.
pasture schedule for many area
serve the wonderful care he gives the meetings.
experiences awaiting four Ken- tomato coop indoo 's in May to
The sheep inausiry is well fitted farmers. Most of the farms of
his dairy cows. If you visit his
tucky
young
people
who have inauie a good yield.
for the grassland farmer who has Western Kentucky and Southern
farm, Mr. Hammond is going to
EASY TO INSTALL
been
named
delegates
to
the
addition
In
to maintaining a
i shortage of labor and surplus pas- Illinois could handle a sheep proshow you "Jan", who in the last
45th annual National 411 Club outstanding garden, LeGrand
Inside or Outside
ture. It is a proven fact that sheep gram in their farming operation.
291 days has milked 15,300 pounds
Congress in Chicago Nov. 27 to also extended the irrigation sysComplete-72' x 36^ Plastic Sheet
.vill return more dollars income They work well with dairy cattle
of milk; "Ada", that in the last 347
Dec. 1.
molding
with
and nails.
tem
on
his
father's 200 acre fares
per dollar invested than any other since sheep eat over 90 per cent of
days has milked 14.850 pounds of
The delegates, all named by to include his planting areas.
.
r.
eyewt.
,
::..
form of livestock. Dairying will also the weeds common to area farms.
m uorev
milk, and "Bobby" a young cow
Cooperative Extension Serv- He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
the
give you a high income return, but Alternately grazing with cattle and
that milked 18,670 pounds. It's a
ice, are: Troy Costellow, 18, of William LeGrand imd will en
ANDREWS
there is more labor involved as sheep have proven beneficial in
Another 7
,./do) Manic
/
1_.....
good thing that we have milking
Russellville; Steve Tichenor, 17, joy his stay in Chicago as a
well as investment.
keeping pastures in a succulent
machines, because if we had to
of Tayforsville: Bill LeGrand, guest of Allis-Chalmers.
Jewelry Company
Sheep will utilize more pasture condition by not letting the grass
milk that kind of cows by hand we
16, of Warsaw. and Jerry Worth,
Wurth. the son or Mr. and
and other roughage and less grain and legumes get tough.
never would get through milking.
15, of Paducah.
Mrs. Denis V1' ti it ii. wan the
The production of sheep is no bed
•••••Y
Costellow. winner of the trac- community Imautincation.award
Other Obion County members of
of roses and they take care and
tor award, was named the top soonsored by The Sears Roebuck
WE HAVE THE GENUINE
the Association that received
Whitnel Funeral Home proper management. I would say
tractor driver in the state in Foundation. He led a group of
awards for their herds during the
that parasites have .driven more
QUALITY
1965 and placed 10th in national 4 Hers in maintaining the
annual
meeting last week include
flocks from Kentucky and'Southern
offers
competition. In his 1966 project grounds of tt-eir church and
Mack
Burrow
and
Fred Grasfeder.
Illinois farms than the price of
he has assisted eight yoummr
T'otv P n51 0—umed tho
MATERIALS
Mr. Burrow was re-elected presi•
NOW IN NEAT - KEEP OUT COLD
1). Prompt, courteous ambu. lambs and wool. Parasites can be
mgmbers in their tractor proj- duties of mowing giaas at a
Cheaper than gloss—For Storm
dent of the Obion-Weakley Dairy
lance service with 2 staff mem• controlled however with a rigid
ects.
Owns L Windows, Nisch Enclosures
community centetery.
Herd Improvement
Only
program of pasture management
Association.
hers on duty at all times.
•CRYSTAL CLEAR
Jimmy McMinn of South Fulton is
• CUT,TACK,SEW or SEAL 334
and drenching at the proper time
2). Credit on Tennessee Burial
• HUNDREDS OF USES
employed full time as DHIA superas recommended by our sheep au• AUSTIN SPRINGS
INDOORS A OUTDOORS
visor for the association and visits
• CAYCE NEWS
policies.
thorities.
each herd one day a month, weighBy Mn. Carey "Holds
By Miss Clarke Boadurant
If your farm needs additional
ing milk produced by each cow and
livestock and you have limited
Telephone 472.2332
CREEN•GLASS
111111111111in
testing butterfat per cent for each
labor, why not investigate sheep to
Mr. and Mrs. Danieck and chilWess Jones is on the sick list and
f
cow. The association now has 19
FLEXOPANE
supply this needed income?
dren
of
Chicago,
spent
the holidays members
unable to be out at this writing.
and
has
just completed
All friends hope he will be feeling with her mother, Mrs. Sallie John- its most
successful year.
son.
better before too long.
NEW ASSISTANT AGENT
We are glad Mrs. A. Simpson
Mr. and Mrs. Huse McGuire
501 Walnut
Phone 472.1434
Main Street
Phone 472-3323
spent Thanksgiving holidays in is home from the hospital in IlliSTARTS WORK THIS WEEK
Murray, where they were house- nois. She is feeling very well.
guests of Mrs. Inez Harrison and
Hollis Caldwell of Franklin,
Obion County 4-H club members
daughter, Brenda. They returned Tenn., and Mrs. Mary Brown of are looking forward to working
Genuine
home Saturday night, reporting a Symsonia, Ky., visited with Mrs. with the new Assistant County
nice visit in the Harrison home.
Clara Carr and Mrs. Frankie Mc- Agent, Charles Grooms, who will
start working with 4-H club memBill Farmer of St. Louis was a Clellan one day last week.
visitor of Mr. and Mrs. Grover
Miss Clarice
Bhndurant was bers Thursday, December 1. For
True during the holidays and got Thanksgiving Day dinner guest of the last 4 years, Mr. Grooms has
Transparent
Tarr
in some quail hunting, lie returned Mr. and Mrs-. Aubrey Bondurant been employed as a service engiPlastic
neer
for John Deere.
home Sunday.
and Mrs. Lou Bondurant and
Grant Bynum is doing nicely at Canielle .
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bondurant and
his home near here and rests quite
well now, both day and night. All daughters of Beaumont, Tex.,
December 10 - Ames Plantation
Storm Window Kits
friends will be glad to know he has spent the holidays with his parents, Bull Sale, Grand Junction
IS Poet
Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Bondurant,
improved rapidly during the past
Plastic Shoot • Fib,. Moulding • N.M.
December 13 - Feeder Pig Sale,
near here.
week.
READY 70 TACK ON
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson, Mr. Lexington
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his
90 PROOF
regular appointment at New Salem and Mrs. Bill Gadberry and FredDecember 14 - Feeder Pig Sale,
die
were Thanksgiving Day dinner Brownsville
Lake Street
Fulton
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
,
E. State Line
Phone 472-3751
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel
11 a. m. and evening services.
Simpson of Fulton.
Get-Well wishes are extended to
Kentucky Straight Bourbon, 90 Proof A 100 Proof
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Cruce and
Botiled•Inliond.
Ray Bennett, who is a patient in
YellowFiona Distillery CO.. Louisville, Kenta.cky.
Mrs. Mary Cruce spent ThanksKennedy Veterans' Hospital in
giving Day with Mr. and Mrs. John
Memphis, where he has undergone
•
Peterson in Paducah.
•
major surgery. Mrs. Bennett is the
Miss Clarice Bondurant was Sunformer Elsie Ridgeway, and their
day dinner guest of Mrs. Mary
home is on Northwood Drive, near
Milner.
Huntingdon, Tenn. May his conMesdames Clara Carr, Frankie
valescent days be speedy Ind may
he return home soon is hoped by McClellan and Maurice Bondairant
and Maurice Carr were Thanksall friends around this section,
giving dinner guests of Mr. and
where both were former residents.
Mrs. Lum McClellan in Hickman.
Mr. and Mrs. Hayford Dublin
We were sorry to hear Mrs. Pearl
and children returned to their
rtS fallSO How sporty do
Fisher is a patient in the Baptist
home in Chicago Sunday, after
Hospital in Memphis. We wish her
visiting with their mother, Mrs.
you
want
to
get?
We'll
play
right
along with you. With 12 new '67 hardtops.
a speedy recovery. Her room numVera Doron in Dresden and other
ber is 630.
Fords, Mustangs, Fairlanes, Thunderbirds. For instance—a far-out
relatives around this section. It
Week-end guests in the home of
was a nice visit during the ThanksFairlane GT with racing stripes, bucket seats, power front disc brakes,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wade and
giving holidays.
Andy were: RCV. and Mrs. Cecil
new
wide-oval tires, and power up to a sporting 4-barrel 320-hp V-8.
Grover True is suffering from a Baker, Mrs.
Ethel Oliver and Lyndeep siege of cold and thus indi- ette of
Memphis, and Mr. and Mrs.
And because what's right for fun had better be right for the family'
sposed. We hope he will recover Dalton Oliver
and family of Akron
very soon.
too, our '67 Ford hardtops have a wife-pleasing new fastback roofline
Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
Miss Anita Di Pasquali of Bosoptional
transmission is automatic for her but for you becomes a fun
and sons. Mark and Stevie of Mar- ton, Mass, spent the
week-end
tin spent Saturday here With par- with her Uncle, Edwin
Mayfield,
manual shift.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter. and Mrs. Mayfield and
Maurice
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and Carr Bondurant.
Sporty Ford hardtops made
son, Kerry, of Tullahoma, Tenn.,
this
Ford Country. We aim to
were Thanksgiving guests of children. Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Argo,
expand
the population. See your
in Hickman.
Ford Dealer. He has a sporting
Many attended the Thanksgiving
service at New Salem Baptist
proposition for you.
Church the past Wednesday night,
Maurice Carr Bondurant, son of
according to report received by
your writer. Bro. Larry Clark, of Maurice C. Bontlurant and the late
Ruthville Baptist, was the guest Mrs. Bondurant of Cayce, was one
of thirty-five seniors selected
speaker.
to
represent Murray State University
Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Lintz in
the 1966-67 edition of "Who's
butchered their porkers the past
Who in American Colleges and
week and have their year's supply
Universities."
of sausage, hams, spare-ribs and
Maurice will
graduate from
backbones in their larder. Many
Murray State University in Janumore will be butchered real soon
ary with a 3.97 average. He has
all over this area, with cooler weal
majored in Chemistry and carried
(her prevailing for storing and cura mathematics minor. After grading meats.
uation, he will attend Vanderbilt
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and University, on
a scholastic grant,
Kerry of Tullahoma, Tenn., their where he will
work on his PhD in
'67 Fairlane GTA Hardtop
daughter, Mrs. Jimmy Argo, and molecular
biology. Maurice gradchildren Chad and Kim of Hick- uated from
Fulton County High
man, were holiday visitors of your School in 1963.
writer Friday. We had a nice visit
together, since I am the mother,
grandmother and great grandSOME SPEED!
mother of those named.
The Daimler motorcar astotsided
PHONE — 472-1621
FULTON, KENTUCKY
the world in 1889 by racing down
GROW WITH FULT0t4 I I I
roads at the then incredible speed
"WHERE SERVICE FOLLOWS
THE SALE"
SUPPORT LOCAL MERCHANTS I I of 1., miles
per hour.

Know-How Helps 4-H'ers
Earn Club Congress Trip

OBION COMITY

Cotton Farmers Plan
Vote On Vital Issues

://STOP

i'DRAFTS'•

Ia

Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:

TOP

tree
)
.01

aft/,WINDOW

Luo.GLAss

FLEX.0101001

lam" Lass•ONET
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A. HUDDLESTON CO. Builder's Supply, Inc.

Yellowstone
outsells your
Bourbon here
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon.

It's worth a
try,isn't it?

STORM
WINDOW

6 years old.

DOLLAR STORE

A. C. Butts & Sons

$4854,,„$V,?„

Hello
outthere,

Dial your own
Long Distance calls
and save up to 35%
over person-to-person.
Check the front pages of your
phone book for area codes,
instructions on dialing.
Then dial carefully.
You'll get better results...
and low station-to-station rates!

`=KENTUCKY

Maurice Bondurant Is
'Who's Who" Selection

Southern Bell

FORD COUNTRY
1987

VARDER FORD SALES
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November 26, 1966
Dear People of Fulton:

Worship at the Church of your Choice

I received your most appreciated
"Then they that feared the Lord letter, explaining to me what you
spake often one to another." are doing for us in Viet Nam. I
think this is really a wonderful and
Malachi 3:16
heart-warming idea for you people
The life of God is good, as it is of Fulton to be so thoughtful.
Most people do not realize just
manifested upon the earth. "Then
they that feared the Lord," is first how much mail means to a soldier
in Viet Nam. Mail-call is the greatloyal.
There is a profound reverence, est and actually the only thing that
a filial, not slavish fear. Not fear- we have to look forward to each
ing the anger of God, but fearing to day. The only thing more important
offend Him; not forsaking sin be- to us is the thought of being able
cause God hates it. Such fear of to come home some day.
I would just like to say that I
God will engender Jove, inspire
faith, produce holiness, secure o- thank each and every one of you
from the bottom of my heart for
bedience. It is Social.
"They spake often to one an- thinking so much of us men in Viet
Nam. May the good Lord bless
is
true
piety,
a
other." This
cheerful and sympathetic thing; it each of you. Merry Christmas to
does not destroy our social in- you all.
I am enclosing a picture of mystincts, but intensifies and ennobles them. The natural tendency self. I am standing guard on the
of the fear of the Lord in the heart bunker line. It is one of our duties
is to link men together in bonds of while we are not out in the field on
brotherhood, to hush discord of so- operations.
ciety, and to lead us to bear each
Sincerely yours,
other's burdens, and so fulfil the
Jerry L. Bucher
law of Christ. These believers
spake often to one another—not of
The above letter was received by
each other's failings—not for scanthe Chamber of Commerce on Nodal or strife, but about the work
vember
30. Jerry is the son of Mr.
of the Lord, an to each other's
and Mrs. Pierre Bucher of the
edification. It was also secret.
There is the inner as well as out- Whistlin' Pig Drive In.
er, the subjective as well as the
objective life; "they thought on his
name." They were not all talk;
they were not hypocrites—"talkatives"; they had heart religion.
As a man thinketh in his heart, so
is he; and as he thinks he loves
and lives. Our life must be this sort
to please God, for He looketh at
the heart. Our affections must be
FT. KNOX, KY.—Private Edfixed on things above.
ward E. Markle, 19, son of Mr. and
Those that fear Him, are known in Mrs. Robert E. Markle, Route 2,
heaven. "And the Lord hearkened Fulton, Ky., completed an autoand heard it, and a book of remem- motive course at the Army Armor
berance was written before Him." School, Ft. Knox, Ky., Nov. 25.
God recognizes those who fear
During the eight-week course, he
Him, though they may be little and was trained to
maintain and repair
unknown, they are loved and prized fuel and
electrical systems, enby God. It is recorded there. God gines, transmission and
chassis
blots out the sins of His people units of the
Army's armored vefrom His book, but He keeps a hicles.
book of iememberance for the virtues of His saints.
Those that fear Him will be consummated in the last great day.
They will be crowned with the Oilmen are mingling with Eskihighest possible honour. We shall mos as well as sheikhs these days.
be owned as friends, and children, Geologists have made seismic surand companions of God for ever. veys in the islands of Canada and
know the several wells have been drilled.
Jewels are as we
highest glory of the monarchs "the
crown jewels."
So God speaks of His believing Save 25% of your fuel.
servants as His jewels. Are we
Hare 6 inches of Fiber Glass
among the collection of the Crown
Jewels of The Greatest of all
Kings?
FOUR FAITHS!
Adam's Peak in Ceodon is sacred
to four world faiths. Buddhists believe a five-foot depression at the
rocky summit is the footprint of
Buddha; Hindus claim it for their
god Siva; local Christians for St.
Thomas; Moslems for Adam.

A message of importance to
all people at The Rebellious Age.
There comes a time in your life when
it seers absolutely right to rebel
againk old ideas. Against all the things
,that seem to be stacked up against
your generation.
Unfortunately, religious faith is one
of the things that may get discarded
right about now.

TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.
400 Main

But should it be?
Your Faith echoes the very feelings
you probably have right now. About

Bill Taylor

injustice. Inhumanity. Poverty. Cruelty.
Prejudice. Hate.
That's why your Faith is the very thing
you should be working with.
It can strengthen you. It can make
things happen. In yourself, and in all
the world around. But only if you let it.
And only if you put it to work.
President John F. Kennedy said:
"God's work must truly be our own."
What do you say?

PHONE 472-1997

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.

3570 No. Lindbergh Rd.
Bypass 66-67 just So.
of Interstate 70
Each "room" is a
3-room suite! with
living room, bedroom,

Hornbeak Funeral Horne

terrace, dining,

Oxygen-equipped ambulance

kitchenette & Bar.

302 Carr St,

Dial 472-1412

Overlooks
swimming pool.
Smart restaurants
for entertaining.

Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist
Green florist supplies
Dial 479.1371

Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm & Auto insurance
We
Farmer's Liability C
208 Main St., Fulton Office Phone 472-13V

"The Resell Store"

Write today for
Lake Street

folders: Weekend

Dial 47'2-2411

Package Plan,
Commercial Brochure,

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop

Convention-banquet
Facilities.

FREE
PARKING
r4)

)

E W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky.

Union City, Term,

South Fulton, Tenn.

Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing borne. For reservation call 4723304
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton.

.ntiques

Excellent Food
Souvenirs
Private dining for 150
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PAKk SNOW!

SHRIMP HOUSEI

Loggerhead sponges inhabiting
coral reefs serve as tenements for
KOWTOW!
NOTEBOOK—
patient marine
(Continued Prom Pali* One) I Chinese emperors once imposed small shrimp. One
biologist counted 16,000 shrimp livloud, Whenever I read the an- the "Great Row-tow'' on emissaries ing in a single sponge.
nouncements I can hardly wait to from foreign countries. The ritual
go out and vote for the guy, but called for three kneelings and nine In addition in tuberculosis, Christthen another one comes that prom- prostrations before the emperor's ruse seals fight emphysema and
ises an even rosier Utopia. I think throne.
other respiratory diseases.
I can live happily until April -8,
(last date for filing) because the
guy who makes his announcement
then will surely promise everything and more than all the others
have promised . . . and he's going
to be my man. Just-think, there'll
be no more taxes, no more crime,
lower assessments, bigger and better schools, a highway to every
door, free, cushioned benches in
the park.
And these are just State election
Promises. Wait until 1968 when
them Republicans try to oust them
sitting Democrats ... there'll be a
rocking-feller in every home.
And that ain't bad!

'Cept I don't know about this fel!er David Trapp from Lexington,
who has announced for governor on
he Democratic ticket. The powers
'hat be would make a grave error
to underestimate this young candidate. From what I understand he
is rich and he has no tired, patched
op, complacent political machine
'whind him. He's not pretending
ivs going to run a poor boy's race.
'le says he's allotted a million dot:ars for his campaign and has
tired that super-duper California
. atiblic relations organization to ran
show. Rumor has it that they've
never lost a race . . .
If the very dignified, warm and
biendly invitation he sent us to his
campaign opening is any indication
v. hat's to come in his campaign
.. its like I said . . tlw powers
had better start "think
on new" like mad.

Annual B&PW
Homes' Tour
December 11

how much cake
should there be
in afruit cake?

Chris!mas Party For
Club Is Next Tuesday
The Ituaness and Professional
Women's Club will meet at The
Derby Tuesday night, December 6,
at 6:30 p. m. llostessea. for the
meeting will lie 3I r,. Rita Adams,
Mrs. Elizabeth Caldwell, Mrg.
Farrah Graddy. Mrs. Agnes Turner and Mrs. Gussie Vincent.
Each member is requested to
bring a gift for exchange. Mrs.
Ruth Scott, president, states that
any member not contacted by the
calling committee should call Mrs.
Louise Johnson and make reservation.
SO WHAT?
Most of the Soviet Union lies farther north than Minnesota.
Christmas seals arc the seal of
good health. Use them generously Ce
all your Christmas mail.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLE
ON PAGE 5
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BARBECUED BIBS
F11014 THE KEG RESTAURANT
Fulton. Ky.

Lake Street

HUNDREDS OF
A&P PRICES
REDUCED
SINCE OCT. 1

STEAK SALE 32moRE
99c 89c 774

LB.

SIRLOIN

ROUND

LB.

REDUCTIONS
THIS WEEK

LB.

BONELESS BEEF STEAK CUTS

(
Bottom

Round Or Swiss
, Top Round
lb. 99t
Cobs
I Delmonico Or Strip Sirloin

A&P Golden Whole KerneT
69c
CORN 4-17-0z.

Lb. 79C

Lb. 994
$1.89

Sultana Gold Whole Kernel
4-41
/
2-oz.
Butter

7,9c
Rib Roast
19c
NIBLETS
tINTS
in
1/4 Pork Lo
LE.65t SAUCE 3-8os. 35c
Frying - Chickenlucu.s°PoRIN7ITTESPECL31:141O-BL.E25t APPLES 2a490
Pork Sausage
2L:t89t APPLE SAUCE 294
Boneless Rump Roast
Turkey Breast
75c COCKTAIL "-eLi.

SUPER RIGHT BEEF
1ST. 3 RIBS LB. WM

Notmuch!
In fact,we think just enough
to hold the fruit and nuts in place.
You see,ourJane Parker Fruit Cake is over 2/3 fruitand wits.
Every cake isjust bursting with
cherriesimported from France,pineapplefrom the Far East,
citron from Italy,sun-drenched raisinsfrom California
and meaty pecansfrom the South.
And one other thing you should know:
We hand-decorate every cake with glaceed fruit and nuts.
Makes it look almost as good as it tastes.
Is it any wonder Jane Parker Fruit Cake
is America's most popular Fruit Cake?
Isit any wonder it's become such afavorite giftitem?
Is Jane Parker Fruit Cake a good reason for shopping A&P?
It's one of many.

•

65c

CORN

1ST. 5 RIBS
7 .IN. CUT

12-oz. can

GREEN GIANT COM

SUPER RIGHT
SLICED INTO CHOPS

cola TOcK SLICED PM

PLE

SUPEIR-1-11.G41:

MOTTO14.B.9-0Z. CAN

S
BU
EP
EEFR RIGIT11.89t

4 for

Sultana Fruit

WITH RIB
U.S.D.A. FROZEN

cAN 89c

LB.

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables!
CRISP ICEBERG

U.S. NO. 1

HEAD

WHITE

FANCY RED

FLORIDA

DELICIOUS

SWEET

Lettuce Potatoes Apples
24 SIZE

20-LB. BAG

113 SIZE

2..29c 99t

F10
0R

poz. 97c
COCKTAIL
A&P Pineapple
JUICE 314-01 89c
Te.B.

.

CAN

1.0T.
CANS

Hefty
_Lady
_

Tangelos PRUNE JUICiaT420
GREEN GIANT

2alt-oh.PEAS

125 SIZE

59t

4 for

A&P Fruit
- —

POST 40%

DOZ.49C

Dependable Grocery Values!

294

16-0Z. BOX

BRAN FLAKES 384
HERSHEY CHOCOLATE

SYRUP 2 lei 414

cosine

YELLOW CLING

LIP-IONS

PeachesU
4 99C TEA BAGS 4%63$
Fruit
Cakes
3,T,31.89c BEANS 2 CIA 29c
Fruit Cocktail
1}i LB. si 49
L..,399
5 c).„....1.99c
M
3
spEC,,,,,_=_R 99t CEREAL 3,1:1 35t
A&P
25c
Instant
Coffee
39c Dinner Rolls
Y-8
3
Apple Pie
e
A&P
Pineappl
4 89c
31-PINT79t CLOROX 354
Bread Sale
Grape Juice
OVER 2/3
AND
NUTS
DARK

JANE PARKER
LIGHT

LB.$295
CAKE

CAKE

The Business and Professional
Women's Club's annual IFOliday
Tour will be on Sunday, Deeember
O. from 2 p. m. to 5 p. m.
The following home. decorated
. for uhristmas, will be open: Mr.
and Mrs. John Joe Campbell,
wirt Drive: 11r. and Mrs, Dick
Mcaeharn, Court Drive; Mr. and
Mrs. Ifaroln Ileaderson. Orchard
Drive. a:.41 \Ir.. W. I. Shepherd.
Rome I Marker: will he on the
giving directiots
• to Mrs. sle,:de•ra -s home.
the
Following
tour of homes, re.
freshmen:, ',kill be served in the
ol
and Mrs. Harvey Caldwell. 218 or Street.
T:t1ols for the tour are $1.00
rack and may he purchased from
any member of the club.

You'll Say ibafra &Wood

SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF

T-BONE

And aren't you getting a little
amused at all these candidates who
ore coming out as "independents,"
playing like as how they don't belong to any of the Democratic or
Republican "fractions," as the precinct-packer says.
It's an insult to the voters and
down-right silly. Anybody who attempts to make a statewide race
knows that it's impossible to do it
without some "fractional" support
and money.

LAND-EATERSI

The first artificial snowstorm fell Cities with their suburbs, airports,
on the United States 20 years ago and shopping centers are gobbling
when three scientists dropped dry land at a rate of about a million
ice into clouds over Mount Grey- acres a year.
lock, Massachusetts.
Whether you belong to the Honda
At least 610,000 Anearinans are di- set or the Gerital gang — you'll be
a
member of the "In" crowd if you
rect.-kV affected by TB. Use alcietmoo seals to help them.
use Christmas seals.

JANE PARKER

A&P (With Torn. Sauce.)

SULTANA

CANS

NUTLEY GOLDEN QUARTER

DLB. 894
2.1 B.$1.69

CAKE

13-0Z.

POST BRAN & PRIME

argarine

VEGETABLE COCKTAIL

BROWN N SERVE SAVE 4e

SAVE 16e

CRUSHED
OR CHUNKS

aG12

JANE PARKER WHITE

SAVE 2;
24-0Z, LOAF 26c

SAVE 9c

20-0Z•
LOAVES

A&P

PURE

ANN PAGE

BONUS DETERGENT

Cake
Mixes

34, .
6 01 Sic
WITH TOWELS

BUTTER PECAN
DEVILS FOOD, HONEY
SPICE MARBLE,
WHITE OR YELLOW

15 OZ
BOX

3 79c
1-LB.
3-0Z.
BOXES

KRAFT MINIATURE

BOX

A&P FROZEN (THE REAL THING FROM FLORIDA
6-0Z.
CANS
IN CTN

Orange Juice 98,.
Marshmallows
13
Bufferin
Sauce
37c
Kleenex 3 $1.04 margarine
Kleenex 2 RP°,`19tSteak Sauce 9C‘1*4
I
Vel
Boraxo
Ajax
Ajax
Fab
Cleaner
Liquid
16t
.

Of, PKG 25c10,

CHEF•BOY -A R-DEE SPA GHE TT I WITH
MEAT OR MUSHROOMS
I5'i OZ. CAN

RELIEVES PAIN

$
•
PKG.
OF 100

59
9:
PKG. OF 36 7
PKG. OF 60

KRAFT MIRACLE CORN OIL It OFF

FACIAL TISSUE 2< OFF

PKGS

I LB CD(

OF 300

Jun4a0 TOWELS ,N OFF

DAWNS FR RSH

SOT.S1.OL4$

20-0Z.85c
CANS

BLEACH

8-0Z.
BO IS.

TENDER LEAP

CHED-O-BIT

Cheese
Spread
AMERICAN OR PIMENTO

If 0A1..

TEA BAGS =634
A&P Vegetertan

BEANS 2 Ic"Ali 33c
BLEACH

PUREX

%on. 35t

BAKING POWDER

2.4.B. CAN

CLABBERGIRL 36$

211-F794 ZEST

FACIAL SIZE TOILET SOAP

2.A.29$

FACIAL SIZE TOILET SOAP

PLAY BILLFOLD BINGO

PRAISE 2 mits 290

YOU CAN WIN UP TO $1000
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO PLAY

APPLE SAUCE 194
Bright Sail
/
1
2 Gal.
RINSE
53c

A FEW OF THE MANY WINNERS Ill THIS AREA

ELVA BROWN
HILDA KYLE
LUCILLE PATTON

NOTTS

15-OZ. JAR

A&P CITRUS GRAPEFRUIT
FRESHoCTH,IsoLLTED294

JUICE

A&P OT, FRESH CHILLED

ORANGE JUICE 294
STALEY RINSE

ZS 10

1-PT. 6 OZ. BOT.

56t

1-LB. 4-01.03t 14-01 CAN
BOX
a
3-Lcivoz.L7c 1-tecA5N OZ.
0,011
BOX Vi

.611v4 43t
Cashmere Bouquet's0
Cashmere Bouquetzur 2 B.":,g 294
57$
Florient Deodorant 6-oz
4 45$
Palmolive Soap
2 1,',I41 294
Palmolive Soap
Soaky Liquid Detergent
BOTTLE

J. A. WRIGHT
MARGIE JONES
BETTIE ROBEY
MARY LEE

LIQUID CLEANER
WITH AMMONIA

ASOT.
VI

lk

Glad Bags pkg.of 35
38c
42t
Action Bleach- 116-7,!, 17t
Ajax Floor&Wall Cleaner L',31'.934
AJax Detergent 3-1b.2 oz. box __ 77c

Vel Soap Powder
11-0Z BOTTLE

"-°z-°°x 33t
684

EXTRA
SLIPS
TO
HELP
YOU
WIN

ALP ORANGE FRESH CHILLED

JUICE
hatt• 554
CLABBER GIRL 164
JUICE 3:4141•00
BAKING POWDER 140Z. CAN

DEL MONTE PINEAPPLE
CANS

CHECK
AND
COMPARE
WHAT ARE
YOU
PAYING?

Used Cars
IOU CHEVELLE SS 396, Buck
M seats. consolt, 4-speed;
mid new in Fulton; 1
owner, Ky. car; new car
trade in
1966 CHEVY II Nova 2-dr hard 7017; 6 cyl, straight shift,
radio, white tires. wheal
covers, tinted windshield;
White outside. rod trim inside; one owner; we sold
it new; Ky. license.
1966 Chevrolet Impala 2-Dr.
Hardtop, Red, Black Vinyl
Inside. VI, powerelide,
power steering a power
brakes, ono owner, local
car, sold new by us. Trade
In on 67 model Ches. Ky.•
car
•
1966 Chevrolet Chat/.11. 4-dr.
hardtop, V-S, powerglide,
white with red inside, low
mileage, South Fulton car.
we sold it new, traded in
for one with air.
1966 F•irlime 2-dr hardtop 289
column shift, ail new
tires, ons owner, low mileage; green inside & out;
Ky. car; traded in on new
'67 Chevrolet
1965 CADILLAC 4-dr. sedan;
all power, clean, Ky. car;
•
•
white outside, blue inside.
•1965 OLDSMOBILE 442 hardtop; blue. Tenn. tag, 1
owner; a real sporty car;•
naw car trade in.
1965 Corvair Monza Cony. 4speed, red and rod inside;
new car trade-in
•
Chet( Pickup; long wide
;1965
Blue, 6-cylinder;
bed;
radio, Ky. truck; new
truck trade-in
965 Mustang 2-dr. Coupe, Red
outside, Tenn. Title, Ore
owner, traded in on 67
/
Model Chevelle, VS Automatic
1965 Ford Falcon 2-dr Ht,
4-spited; Blue; Tenn. car;
new car trade-in
1944 Chevrolet Impala 2-dr.•
hardtop; red with black
inside, VS, powerelide,
power steering, power
brakes, air-conditioning;
We sold it new; traded in
on new '67 Chevrolet. Oneowner, Ky. car
1964 Choy II Nova, 2-dr. sedan,
White outside, blue inside,
6 cyl. straight, local car,
Tenn. Title
1964 Choy Biscayne 4-dr, 6 cyl,
straight; Beige, Ky. Car,
1 owner
1944 Ford 2-dr lit; automatic,
white; Tenn. car; new car
trade-in vinyl trim
1964-Bal•ir Chevrolet, 4-dr sedan power steering and Air;
White with blue trim inside.
New car trade-in
1963 PONTIAC Bonneville 4-dr
hardtop; 1 owner, Tenn.
car, sold new in Fulton;
Ps, Pb, air; trade in on
new Buick.
1963 FAIRLANE 2-dr. hardtop
219 VS; straight shift; local car, Ky. tag.
1993 Buick Electra 215; 4-dr.
hardtop; power steering,
and
windows
brakes,
seats; air conditioning.
equipped.
This car is fully
Black color. Local car
with Tenn. license
1963 Ceresir Morns 2-dr 4weed; Gold color, bucket
seats; new car trade-in
1963 International Scout pickup
. 4-wheel drive; Ky.
1943 Pontiac Cony. with power
now car trade-in
1943 Chins Imp 4-dr, V-S, Pg.
air. Ps.; Extra Sharp, Ky.
car; new car trade-in
1962 Choy Eclair 4-dc, 6 cyl,
straight; white, rod trim,
new car trade-in
1962 Ford Station Wagon, low
mileage, Ky. car, 6 cyl.
Traded in on 67 Special
White outside
1942 Buick cony. Ps and automatic; Beige, big car; new
car trade-in
1962 Impala Chevrolet 4-dr, Pe,
Green; local Ky. car, new
car trade-in
1961 CHEVROLET Eclair 4-dr.
sedan; 6 cyl, straight
shift; white, blue inside;
radio, Ky. tags.
161 Chevrolet Impala 4-Dr.
14. T. White, Blue inside,
Tenn. title. Pg. V-8.
1961 (tweak van, white, new
truck trade-in
1961 OW power and air, Gray,
New car trade-in
1960 Belair Chew. VS Pe;
green; 4-door sedan, Ky. car
truck with
1960 Cite., 2-ton
hoist and Omaha grain bed;
1 year
about
hoist
bed &
old; the truck is • little
rough
159 Ford 4-dr. Gray-White, VS
automatic, Ky. tags
1959 Buick 4-dr. Ht. Blue, Ps
clean, Ky. Car; New Ca

5

trade-in
1989 Olds 4-dr. **den (9
solid car) local, Ky. car.
195$ Ford 4-dr wagon Tenn. c•
MI Chevrolet 1-ton truck wi
bed loss tailgate; peed m•
chenically; New truck trade
in

TAYLOR
eve-Buick.Inc.
FULTON, KY.
Used Cat lot 472-3241 Fulto
I
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Steve Green and Christina
McKinney have been selected
Mr. and Miss Sixth Fulton High
School by members of the student body.
Both are seniors and both
have all-A scholastic standings.
To be eligible for the honor,
a student must have a 3.5 standing or better.
Young Green, son of Mr.
and Mrs. A. W. Green, is the
senior class president and has
served as president otitis class
all four years in high school.
He was captain of the football
team and is president of the
Student Council.
The student Is a member
of the annual staff, the high
school newspaper staff,the Beta
Club, the Letter Club and the
Campus Teen Club. He served
as a page in the House of Representatives In Washington last
year, appointed by U.S. Rep.
Robert A. Everett. He Is
majoring in math.
Miss McKinney, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James S. McKinney, is secretary of the
senior class, secretary of the
Student Council, a member of
the Beta Club and the newspaper staff.
She is co-editor of the high
school annual and a member
of the 4-H Club and the 4-H
Honor Club. She was the South
Fulton delegate to Girls State
last summer and is a member
of the bxplorettes iodine Campus Teen Club. She Is majoring in science, math and home
economics.

S. F. Airman
Is Promoted
GOLDSBORO, N. C. - Robert M. Vanderford, son of Mrs.
11, B. Vanderford of South Fulton, Tenn., has been promoted
to airman first class in the U.S.
Air Force.
Airman Vanderford is an administrative specialist at Seymour Johnson AFB, N,C. and a
member cd the Strategic Air
Command which keeps the free
world's mightiest miselle and
Jet bomber force ready tocounter the enemy threat.
The airman is a 1963 graduate of South Fulton East High
School,
His wife, Christine, is the
daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Milton
Smith of Woodland Mills Tenn
••••••
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65 PONTIAC custom Toempest
4 dr; power steering and
brakm; factory air, extra
clean; all-vinyl interior
65 FORD Galaxie 500 4-dr.
air-conditioned;
hardtop;
this car is an ETRA-cleen
car
local
(2) 65 FALCON Future sedans; both local and 1 owner; one straight, one automatic
65 MUSTANG convertible; 4speed
62 FORD Galaxie sedan, 1
owner; clean car
62 FORD Fairlane $OO sedan
62 FORD station wagon; local
(3) 61 FORD sedans
(4) 60 FORD sedans
60 FALCON sedan
local,
60 FORD convertible
clean car
60 OPEL
60 FIAT
$9 PONTIAC 4-dr. hardtop;
clean
65 CHEVROLET pickup, lone
bed, custom cab
65 FORD pickup, red; custom
cab; real nIcit
63 CHEVROLET pickup; red
and whit*, custom
63 CHEVROLET pickup; green
local extra-clean truck
63 CHEVROLET pickup extra
clean, red and white.

VARDEN
FORD SALES
Mayfield Highway
Fulton Phone 472,1821
wenn stares,
Or sly

nd

y ,, V r

Cf interest to Homemakers

Burley Tobacco Farmers Start
Reaping Rewards On Monday

Two Students
Are Honored

"IOW
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SECOND

-A year's
LEXINGTON
work in a backbreaking industry begins its end Monday as
hurley tobacco farmers in eight
states line up at the warehouse
cash registers to reap their rewards.
An estimated 546 million
-ounds of one of American cigarettes' main ingredients will
sell for something more than a
third of a billion dollars before
its over early in 1967.
In Kentucky where burley tobacco makes up about a third of
all farm income aqd, in many
rases, all of it, about 371 million pounds will sell for more
than $250 million.
Experts predict the crop will
be of top quality, but warehouse
men questioned in a spot check
weren't able to make the prediction a certainty because of
slow deliveries before the start
of sales.
Farmers were allowed to be
gin shipping their leaf to marl
et Nov. 18 - ten days befor
sales start, but weather conditions haven't been ideal for
preparation of the tobacco.
Several warehouses in this
largest of burley sales centers
reported deliveries far slower
than last year. What leaf had
been brought in, however, was
top quality, they said.
With a government support
averaging $60.60 per hundred
pounds, growers were guaranteed of about $930 million for
their burley even if tobacco
companies didn't buy an ounce.
The government, which took
7.2 per cent of last year's cror

GENE CANNON
Of
course, only state
winners are eligible to compete on the national level,
Young Cannon began his entomology project In 1958 and
while it was his major undertaking he still participated In
tractor, beekeeping, forestry,
electrictty and beef projects,
He held a number of offices In
his local club and participated
on county judging teams. fie
attended 4-H Camp, is a 4-H
All-Star

SF Youth Wins
National Honor
South Fulton's Gene Cannon
Sunday night, became the first
Obion countian ever to be
named a national 4-H winner
when he accepted his honor at
the National 4-1-1 Congress in
Chicago.
At that time young Cannon,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Cannon, will be named as a national winner in his 4-HEntomology project. Throughout the 50
states, six youths are being so
honored, four from the various
grand divisions of the country
and two at large.
A 6500 college scholarship
accompanies the high honor.
Gene, who Is a freshman at
Mississippi State University,
began his collection of insects
while a fourth grader at South
Fulton. Through the years, he
added to it and now has a collection of perhaps 2,000 insects,
each mounted and listed by its
scientific name. His collection
also took the first place award
at the Mid-South Fair in Memphis for three years straight
This dummer he worked at
the U-T Research Station in
Milan, aiding a graduate student
doing research for the university. At Milan, primary work
was on the control of the boll
weevil,
The selection of a national
winner Is made by evaluating the growth and development
of the contestant through his
written record. Each entrant Ls
judged 50 percent on his projects and activities, 25 percent
on leadership and 25 percent
on personal development.
•
•
•
••S•

•• ••••••c

- or 42.2 million pounds - for
:ailing to bring support prices,
set its 1966 supports at $76 per
hundredweight for best quality
down to $24 for the poorest.
The average is $1.10 higher
than last year.
If sales averages are about
the same as last year - and
Hwy may be higher - the crop
should bring about $366 million
in the eight state belt.
Both total poundage and gross
price in Kentucky and the belt
will be lower than last year, reflecting a 15 per cent cut in
burley acreage this year that
came after farmers rejected an
acreage-poundage control system.
Kentucky, containing more of

olina, Indiana, Ohio and Missouri lost about 10 million
pounds together.
The lightning quick sales -at
about six huge stacks a minute
-continue through Dec. 20, then
resume after the holidays on
• Jan. 4 until the entire crop is
sold.
Last year. about 75 per cent
of the burley was sold before
Christmas.

'Sky-Tinted

Widen'

-MinST, PAUL, Minis.
nerota bears the Sioux name for
one of its rivers. "Minne" means
'water" and "sota" has been
translated as "sky-tinted."

the belt's larger farms, took the
brunt of the acreage cut because it was not levied against
farmers with tiny tobacco plots.
Kentucky, which grows more
than two-thirds of America's
burley, lost about 29- million
pounds while Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, North Car-

INN

4 SPEED ALL
TRANSISTOR SOLID
STATE RECORD
PLAYER-

UTO SALES

Say Merry Chtistmas with a
georgeous candy - red Mustang!
iSee this one, it is a sharp 654
model, with 2 plus 2, V8 auto- ;
matic transmission, and 14.000 ;
actual miles. A local car and
the spare has never been on the
"x gronnd'

i
I
1

Only $14.95
eallP01111

IKen-Tenn Auto Sales
0,„„.........,,.....

Lako Bt. - ninon, Ky.

IMAGINE ALL THIS
DRYCLEANING FORONLY $200!

•

CREAM OF THE
CHOP"
63 CORVAIR; bucket seats,
4 on the floor, 36,000 miles;
sharp
63 FORD 3-dr 6 cyl; 1-owner.
Sharp
42 NASH convertible; bucket
seats
60 VALIANT station wagon;
straight shift
61 CORVAIR Station Wagon,
Automatic
6C DODGE 4-dr.
60 DODGE 4-dr; clean.
60 CHEVROLET 6-cyl; automatic; sharp
60 FORD black 4-door Galaxie,
power steering and brakes;
air conditioning; low mileage; clean
60 CHEVROLET 4-door straight
stick 6-cyl; sharp
59 MERCURY 4-dr; Clean
511 FORD T-Bird, black, good
condition
ing and brakes; clean; low
mileage
SS FORD F•irlane 500, 4-door;
sharp
SS DODGE VS, 4-dc; good condition
autoVII,
57 CHEVROLET
matic, 4-dr.
JEEP Station wagon
56 FORD i ten pickup; Good
condition
53 CHEVROLET %don pickup
52 DODGE Van
10-25 other cars, trucks

n
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o can
many
matic Ofc'luda as
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toad yeti
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New Norgeself-service drycleaning savesyou 'TT 75%
on all your cleaning!
Our "do-it-yourself" automatic drycleaning is as easy as
washing-and it saves you as much as 75 per cent on all
your family cleaning bills!

A Full Family Load of Your Garments
Cleaned in famous Norge Machines for just

VCHECK

THESE SAVINGS!
YOU
PAY

YOU
SAVE

3 Men's Suits

$

7.00
3.45

$2.00
$2.00

$5.00
$1.45

3 Ladies' Suits

$ 4.02

$2.00

$2.02

3 Topcoats

$ 4.65

$2.00

$2.65

$ 6.40

$2.00

$4.40

$10.71

$2.00

$8.71

THESE GARMENTS WEIGH
APPROX. 8 POUNDS

APPROX.
PRICE

10 Sweaters

$

8 Trousers or

WILSON MOTORS

100
aust
a Norge

s

9 Dresses

Slacks

And you get beautiful, highest quality cleaning. No cleaning of any kind excels in quality the work done by our
Norge automatic drycleaners. Even water-soluble stains
disappear!
WRINKLE-FREE ... NO PRESSING. Garments come out
so free of wrinkles that most of them -even men's pants
-need no pressing. Pleats and creases stay in!
A whole load like that pictured above is cleaned and ready
to take home in less than an hour.

HAPPY DAY
COIN - OPERATED

LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING
Martin Highway
CENTER
South Fulton

Dial 472-2362
US 45-51 Byes's, Nerds
•••

•

•••••

•••••••....
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safety
charlie
says...

Martha Olive Will Wed
Robert Walker Caldwell

lf you must stop while
driving, pull off the highway. Don't stay on the
pavement. Use a rest area
or the shoulder so that
traffic can flow normally
and safely by you.

Library Film

Today's Natural Look
Points Up Complexion Care
Every woman wants the natural
look to complement today's zany,
pop art fashions as well as the most
elegant designer creations.
And while cosmetics can contribute to achieving the natural
look, its true basis lies in a naturally beautiful complexion. Your
complexion should be clear and it
should have a natural, healthy glow.
According to Health Products,
Inc., for a clear, flawless complexion, your skin must be scrupulously
clean. The tiny facial pores must
be free of imbedded dirt, city grime,
flecks of old makeup, excess oils
and other matter that clogs pores
and causes blemishes.
To be glowingly radiant, your
skin must be adequately nourished.
This can only be done by increasing the circulation and bringing the
blood supply to the facial tissues.
The new Saunda Facial Sauna,
world's first beauty appliance, is
a revolutionary approach to akin
care offering the three keys to
a perfect complexion—cleanliness,
nourishment and circulation.
The Saunda Facial Sauna is
based on the legendary Sauna bath
whose benefits have long been enjoyed by the Finnk and Scandinavians, people renowned for their
attractive complexions.
The gold, crystal and ivory colored Saunda appliance is designed
for dressing table use; however, it
is so lightweight it may be used

anywhere or taken on trips. On being plugged into an electrical outlet and with the addition of a few
ounces of tap water, it produces
billows of warm, gentle mist.
As one holds the head at the
hood of the appliance, one feels
the warm Saunda vapor penetrating
each individual pore of the face.
The Saunda mist induces a natural
flow of perspiration to deep cleanse
the skin. At the same time, the
warm, controlled heat of 118 degrees F. stimulates the circulation
to the facial tissues, nourishing the
skin from within and developing a
healthy inner glow for the face.
The next step in the Saunda facial is the use of four beauty preparations especially formulated for
the ultimate in skin care. They are
• facial scrub to draw out any impurities not removed by perspiration, a skin freshener, a moisturizer
to restore the proper balance of
moisture to the skin, and an emollient cream provided especially for
dry skins.
The new Saunda Facial Sauna
appliance is nationally available at
cosmetic counters and appliance
sections in fine department and
drug stores for $29.50. It is ULApproved with a one year warranty,
A free, introductory package of the
four Saunda facial preparations is
included with the purchase of each
appliance

Students should recognize libraries as places where personal interests and school needs can be
satisfied. How these facilities can
be best utilized is explained in the
film, "The Library: A Place for
Discovery," offered for classroom

use by Encyclopaedia:
Educational Corpora'
duced in co-operatialC
American Library
the American Associa
Librarians.

ENTERTAIN ELEGANTLY
with LENOX
See why so many hostesses insist on
Lenox. Exquisite place settings — and

WE BUY,I
irrah
SELL and TRADE

important serving pieces too — are on
display in our fine china department.

"WE SPECIALIZE IN SERVICE"

Both New & Used

Come in soon.

Shotguns, Pistols, Rifles

LEADER

S 14 LAWL)

MISS MARTHA tIEL OLIVE

ATHLETIC AND
SPORTING GOOD
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
FULTON. ICY.

A December weddlng is being planned by Miss Martha
Let
Olive and Robert Walker Caldwell, both of Union City. Announcement of the couple'se ngage ment and approaching marriage
is made by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.(fel Olive of 506 Exchange
street. Parents of the prospective bridegroom are Robert
Harvey Caldwell of Carr street, Fulton,and Mrs. Louise Howard
Caldwell of 402 South Home
Street, Union City.
Miss Olive graduated from
Union City High School and attaded the University of Tennessee Martin Branch for two
years. She will receive a Bachelor of Science degree in home
economics in June, 1967, from
the University of Tennessee at
Knoxville where she is a member Of the American Home Economics Assn. Her sorority is
Alpha Delta Pi.
The bride-elect's grandparents were the late Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Lee Rodgers of Union
,Cltiy and the late Mr. and Mrs..
lesse James Olive of Fult041.
Mr. Caldwell, a graduate
of Union City High School, attended UTMB for two years before transferring to the University of Tennessee at Knoxville where he will receive a
Bachelor of Science degree in
mechanical engineerin , in August, 1967, The future bridegroom is a member of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineering and of Phi
Sigma Kappa, social fraternity.
He is the grandson of Mrs.
Herman Evans Howard of Union
Ctty and the late Mr. Howard
and of the late Mr. and Mrs.
David Pinckney Caldwell
of
Union City.
First Methodist Church in
Union City will be the setting
on December 27 at 7:30 p.m.
for the ceremony with completed plans to be announced later.

%me
y•away Christmas

AT

Weatherly by Lenox. A swirled band of
platinum accents this sculptured fine
china. 5-piece

place

setting

$2195

KY. KERNEL
Shelled
21/2 lb.

ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE

Pecans

box

$3.35

Commercial Ave.

Fulton

FIELDS ASHLAND SERVICE

1

P. H. FIIRSCH & CO.

• dBAYS

SHOE SsTORE
220 LAKE

Ladies Sweaters

FULTON

Were $7.00 to $9.00
— Now —

ROBERTS
ANN

Ladies Dresses
— Were to $9.00
— Now —

To

k

472-1661 Open 6:45

Pm

FUTON/
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

Ladies "Golfers',
— Short Sleeve
—Sizes S. M.L.$

Double Feature!

RED
GOOSE
SHOES

(A-MY)
.

;31

Ladies Blouses
— Were $3.00

67

— Colton
lasog

Ivor

now,
\

KlgeoSr
, yetoS
Li
„

—

Co-Feature! (A-MY)

"Total Look"

SWEAT SHIRTS
Slight irrisgulars of $2
quality. Our regular
$1.19 heavy weight,
full-cut sw•at shirt.
Ideal for work or play

— Ladies
— Values to $4

TY

MEN'S: s, M, L, XL.
Sunday - Thru Tuesday
(A-MY-Y)
GRANLEY COMPANY P,...efs

CARY GRANT
SAMANTHA EGGAR
JIM HUTTON

Great for casual comfort
1.s—.°'
ple•Ps. Ty Om
IL•y en ell
••••••••,... I

SOL C SIEGEL
woos

EASY
CREDIT
PAWNOR,
11500111101.01F
mwsACOLUMINA PICTURES RELEASE

TERMS

t.N.HIRSCH & CO.
:30-$Moi-TUAJp

Fri-Sal. 8:30-8

=tr.:
DISCOU
PRICI
be. Irk*

IDEAL'S MOTORIFIC

TORTURE TRACK
/IX 1.01GO Trook set is peckm1 wish alien •nst as
...We ler • bet-pocad seri..4 test re.s. Set gen... 16 caw. oaks,
11 straight Poick.,2 IS.4..2 h.chs.1 cress..., 20" switches, 2 loft
right loomf•yritcha. 1 ...ins
test will sip, 1 spring test with
.igo, 1 beeseppeter X.1 with 61911,
1 klefteific cm, 3 COOVOI XX
Meeerific
FIX,11 OX1

oll
in n s re •Il pn.le host IS..
.1 him • Mill••
ttoyt wtooto fop put 1..1 Larg. mosarle •y•s, who. 11•.1..., teeth
made el soli ,oddly, .1.4 lik• ear
jos, wasinlly
p.,
6, all

DISCOUNT PRICE

22c

DISCOUNT PRICE
LIMIT $499

0.,

VALUES TO $1.49

We didn't think we could
do it, but this is the
GREATEST!
Just look for yourself

"TRAUMA"

Tammey's family Dolls

MUSICAL

Up To $3.98 Values
CHOICE. $1.59

ANIMALS
"RICO" 3 (OLOR

FLASHLIGHT
W/IATTRIES

Ch rem e plotmi Gothic 4..4., ond hhp1rmor
oryl• liandltbers. Ler. Polo s•441. in whit.
with red wet. O.. si4am:11 chain treed tires.
R.4 translucent grips •nd s t.•a •r s. St.prop
9
14 .111 white hie
B•outifol flmaboyant.
wl.•
A Real Soon. Bah Style ond

'MULTIPLE" RAGGED
Go..."Seal of thio loam" .011.1.4
olaconted in goy mtlots. Es • oboe. km
le.
Kolyht II ecies
Thoosonds sold for $1.59. Get ye...
and save

Plols with whit. body Iecornti.. 14..4 In
"C•.s.ly Strip." pitsbood sehite
Soap IV a II" o•Ided "Los.lec"
tf•oal. 2141" high, Miele. pie... Geer
Oockemi opting ettloo.
6" oBaels .14 W'

DISCOUNT PRICE

p1.1

R.I. $100
Price
$1.59

Thtiris color, ..ty paint dart p.o•
...oh a ,iant 12 inch forget
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.
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4 it Amte4
:
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PAINT SET

I

DISCOUNT $

PEG POUNDERS
"MULTIPLE'

!JAGGED

•t oo t toff ell • y p••
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hoth sides
•t•.•
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.
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"DELUXE"
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PRICE
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CASTER PONY

'WONDER"
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Rol.

$ 33

BINGO GAME
I "TUCCI" ADULT JIG SAW

hit. 'Tit' S.'S

BASKETBALL
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CASUAL LIVING
If persons enjoy casual living,
their home decorating scheme
should reflect this mood, The
United Wallpaper Company of Chicago suggests. In selecting wallpaper patterns for such a house,
choose textures of all kinds plaids
and provincial designs. But most
importantly, today's wallcoverings
are scrubbable durable and easy to
install, affording casual living in
beautiful surroundings at a modest
-cost.

The Champagne Generation
"Instant party" is the name when
California Champagnes are used
by modern young housewives and
their husbands around the country.
With a cold buffet luncheon, an
afternoon wiener party, a sitdown
dinner, or at any party, the mans

wonderful California Champ ties,
Pink Champagnes and S .
Burgundies add a sparkle: idis( Jet
the zestful mode for youngiskltitts
Champagne is the elegant* amide
way to be simply elegant in kta:zsew
"entertaining" generation. .
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: SILVER A LA MODE
7. There's much hullabaloo these
idays about The Mod Look and
arnaby Street, but it's not just
-the swinging teens who are concgrned with keeping in step. That's
-Yhy the Toni Company reminds
*omen who have gray hair (and
like it that way) that they, too,
6sin be in vogue—with Silver Curl,
g home permanent that keeps natugal gray hair softly curled, bright
And shining.
:
:

wigs.
As jt

us the season for
B•rbe•que — Chili —

ANOTHER TITLE: Miss Cynthia Gay Vincent, (right) the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Vincent of Martin, has
been named one of the top five beauties in the Annual Parade of Favorites and Beauties at the University of Mississippi. Joining her In the winners' circle were, from left,
Angela Lord, Andalusia,(Ala.), Eliza Ann Atkinson,Pickens,

A Lot Like
CHRISTMAS!
With The New

Christmas
Merchandise
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Ute Miss Likes Festival Princess Cynthia Gay Vincent
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Fins Sandwiches
Fabulous Dosorts

Want Quick Results?
Buy A Shopper Want Ad
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(Miss.), Martha Tate Stokely, Drew, (Miss.), and Anne
Crisler, Flora, (Miss.). The top beauty at Ole Miss will
be named in the 1967 yearbook next spring. Miss Vincent,
18, holds several titles from beauty pageants in western
Tennessee. She and her companions in the picture were
selected by a panel of Judges.

Call in service
Where
Your Business
Is Appreciai
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TOYS AND GIFT IDEAS GALORE!
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Ben Frankliri

On Display
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Shipment

26-in. wide Choice of 6roll packs: Gift wrap—total 50-ft., or Foil wrap—
total 17%-ft.

of

I

BOYS
BLAZERS

88„.
PACK

Six 6%-ft. rolls
gift wrap, four
2W ft. rolls toil
wrap. Total 50-ft

1.44
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STICK-ON BOWS
Big "taffy" bows for
special gifts! Green,
red, gold, white.

I
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TOGGERII

FAMOUS MONOPOLY GAME
Fun for young Tycoons . .
make-believe buying and
selling! 19-inch board.

'CAPP YOU TOP 1'018 7—Conseil Ma
roe
he has most of the spud growers topped In these parts as he
holds an eight-and-a-quarter pound sweet potato he grew in
his garden this year.

Fulton, Ky.
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PLAGE MAT
Christenas themef
green, gold on Ye
Plastic with town

GROOMING TIPS
When good grooming is practiced
in teen years, it becomes a lifetime
habit that's easy to keep. A booklet,
prepared by Dial Research Laboratories, tells young people how to
establish an easy-to-follow good
grooming program. For your free
copy of "How to Make Good
Grooming a Habit," write Good
Grooming, Box 3342, Merchandise
Mart Station, Chicago, Illinois
60654.

• Portable, You move about
as your halr dries!
• Boutfant•Size Hood
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Strap it to your shoulder—Nandi-.
free! Smart modern styling—ivory finish with gold teardrop design.
Dial control with infinite heat Set- ztings. Luggage type case- ;
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WALL ACCESSORIES

1

Jewel necklines and choice of collar
styles... permanent pleats and tucks!
Our own Ruth Barry° quality label..
they make perfect gifts. 32 to 38.

281oldedsheetsand
22 envelopes.Pretty LOU
box for jewelry, etc.
•

POOL TABLE

Sconces, Pictures,
Gold Leaf Plaques
,

1

4.) ,P j

Balls, cue sticks
and rack. Ball return! 21x14.inch
table. Plastic.

- .41110.
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GIFT HANKIES

NYLON SCARFS

Fine Pima cotton—deep
Swiss embroidery in
floral designs.

Big 29x29 inch size
Assorted colors in see
thru gift box.

1414

TIE TACKS
AND BARS
Wide choice in gold
or rhodium finish.
Metal gift box.

DELUXE IRONING SET
Metal folding table,
cover, electric iron.

Empire SHOE SHINE
Nur.

Cin

3.88

Dopp Kits
and PARKER
Sets
Pens and Pencil
Instamatic Cameras
Kodak
BILLFOLDS
AMITY

SHEAFFER

Embroidered motifs In beaut if u I colors, shell crochet
around neck and armholes.
100% orlon knit. 34 to 40.

WATCHES
RAZORS

;
--"Nt j Open 7 Days
4241t.• Week and we
vieigt,/t: Gift Wrap!
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ELECTRIC BLANKET
GUARANTEED 2-YEARS

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
GIFT SliOP
ffl
mg no KAP;to4 Kra

LAK STRUT
FULTON
MMMMM7111111.11114001
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Items for any decor
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BELGRADE—The rural population of Yugoslavia has fallen
from 75 per cent of the total
population to ,45 per cent in the
past 25 wail.

Only at the Park Terrace
can you.find such a .

Currier &Ives

J.11

Yugoslays Leave Farm

MEN

English Leather
Old Spice

p 1"c
'
/
1
4411f,'

479-2541

So. Fulton, Tenn.

A warm vu welcome gift for no many on
your Christmas list. Full 72x84-in. size.
Beautifully soft and fluffy of 80% rayon
and 20% cotton, wide 6-in, nylon binding.
Single control. Color choice. Gift boxed.

Creeple-Peeple..

THE THINGMAKER KIT!
Big,shaggy and cozy _100%
woolly orlon with thick foam
insoles for comfort.Pink,blue
or red. Sizes 5 to 10.

Make hilarious lovable monsters to deco
rate pencils. Trade them with
friendk.
clip to your notebook. etc. Set includet
molds, plastigoop and all accessories
plus instructions.

••,`•
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NO OBLIGATION
TO BUY!
ADULTS ONLY!

SHORT RIBS
BRISKET BEEF
Boneless
STEW MEAT

lb. 39c
lb. 29c
lb. 69c

HAMBURGER
"3 LB.PACKAGE
Center Cut

PORK CHOPS

CUTLETS

,Breakfast Cut

Whole or Half

PORK CHOPS
LOIN CHOPS

LUCKY

PORK LOIN
LOIN ROAST

As aa admit (Wooer you are issued ally ale master -Ludy
card. When yew hare toned in a wining card, yam will receive
anther card. As n adult calmer in will aka receive a -lucky
Inge" ticket each kw yea visit cur stare. ISI,
whim are Ircec
airy.) Os this tkket
he a mystery chip. The hidden side of the
chip will
1 a ismnr. Wks a umber appears, simply Inert the
chip 14 itt master -Inky Slip. card Mr the 111111C11141 111111441'.
(WINN to di this nth you hoe a complete lise--haritealal,
vertical
or lingual. Yaw Hen have a wining somber aid say ratan the card
I. our OW far ',Minkel, eel after signals 4 Mint
cad retry)
lark you receive the award tar Ike straight lice et numbers yea have
muskrat. Save all Innate an eetra nukes yes may have Is Part
a new card. There is la limit to the inner at times pm can wig'.
Each lime pa wis, yen will Le gives a can sister "tartly Ingo" card

Armour's

FRANKS 12 oz. pkg 49c
CUBE STEAKS 102 oz. $1.00
Old Fashion Style

BOLOGNA

lb. 39c

Ei her Way YOU WIN
$50 in CA H Or a
GIFT Winton From
Group K

Either Way YOU WIN
$18 in CASH or a
GIFT Weston From
Group 1

Fillne Way YOU WIN
$9 in CASH •r a
GIFT Selected tram
Group C

Sc her Way YOU WIN
$4.50 in CASH or a
GIFT Wanted tram
Group A

Tobaccos

Planter's
Brown 'DI Serve
Pride

Hunt's Fruit Cocktail 5-16 oz. cans $1.00 Hi Ho Detergent

PEAS 2- 16 oz.cans Zc HUNT'S
Tri.MATOES 2-16 oz.cans 33c
VilNli
"u AS 5-4oz. cans $1.00
MAYONNAISE at. 49c

CATSUP 1
Bartlets Pears 3-29 oz. cans _ _

Str

PRESERVES
Crush

14 oz. Bottle

at.

LIMiT 3

$1.01 Softee Tissue 4 rolls

18 oz. 35c

PEANUTS 7 oz. cans 29c
Lykes
CHILI
16 oz. can 24c
Lykes
BEEF STEW 24 oz. can 48c
Planter's
18 oz. Jar
PEANUT BUTTER
Sunflower
FLOUR
51b. 59c
Hip-O-Lite
2- 16 oz. Jars
DI MELLOW CREAM 45c
Frozen

8 oz. Pie

POT PIES

5 for $1.00

15 oz. Can

SICIMED MILK

16 oz Cans

ICE MK
Vanity

PINEAPPLE 5 for $1.00

COME ugh/6Pc2YOCZ

au

AT YOUR FRI EN DLY

IGGLYNIGGLY

Acres of F-R-E-E
Prices In This Ad
We
Parking
I Good Thur. Dec. 1 thru Dec- 6

10c
1/2 Gal. 45c

Plymouth or
Solid Country Style

OLEO 5 lb. $1.00
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Fulton, Ky.

Waterfield Playing
The 'Waiting Game'
By DON WALKER
an-Democrat Staff Writer
CLINTON, Ky.,
—u.
Gov. Harry Lee Watertield,
home for the Thanksgiving holiday weekend, is doing a lot or
thinking about running for governor—perhaps in 1967, perhaps
in 1971.
He is taking the long view
and playing the waiting game
to the hilt. Waterfield, 55, is
carefully testing the political
climate and won't be pushed
into any hasty decisions.
He has been in politics most
of his life and isn't about to be
counted out. But he won't be
counted in a political race eith
,
er, until he's good and ready.
How long can one wait until
making his candidacy known In
:he 1967 Democratic primary?
-Until April 3,"-4he filing
deadline, he replied. "That
would give you two months to
run and that's long enough. If
you started running before that
the newspapers would have you
elected or defeated before the
election," Waterfleld said.
"You can say my hat brim
:s still in the ring," he added.
What about the effort under.
loot to "draft" Waterfield Inn*
the race?
The lieutenant governor said
"I appreciate the effort." But
he takes a practical view of
such thitAliojad says office
seeking flit 'Illiesn't work that
way:
"You make up your mintm so
run and start gathering up support" — not the other way
around, he said. But you don't
make up your mind until you
'use the best measuring device
ivailable" to test your strength,
.'specially if you are a seasoned,
veteran of political contests.
Waterfield said he believed
the 90 called "draft" attempt
was intended more to "impress;

missioner, and Chandler, former
governor and senato r, are
among the seven announced
Democratic candidates for governor.
In the light of the analysis
some observers are putting on
the 1967 plection, Waterfield said
he believes he might be wise
to defer seeking the governorship for four more years.
Some theorize, he said, that if
Ward, with state administration
support, wins the primar y,
Chandler will bolt and support
the Republican nominee. Some
say that many administration
backers, on the other .hand,
would bolt to the GOP if Chandler were nominated.
"Chandler is well known for
bolting," he pointed out.
Such an analysis leads some
to believe it will be a Republican year, Waterfield concluded.
Yet, "Some honestly think another candidate (such as Waterfield) might get enough votes
from both sides to win in the
primary. I'm trying to find
that out."
And, if the 1967 race is too
muddled and too uncertain,
ther4 is essays 1971.
"If _Democrats go to killing
off, 1971 might be a
good ear," Waterfield observe&

WATERF1ELD
(A. B 'Happy') Chandler" in z
negative way than to lure Water
field into the race.
Some 24 leading area support.
ers of a Chandler-Waterfield
1963 primary ticket reportedly'
gathered at Ken-Bar Inn Friday,
night to illustrate they fawn
Waterfield rather than Chandler
as a gubernatorial candidate
this time.
A petition is being offereo to
signatures in behalf of Wale
field among persons -who have
traditionally supported Chard-.
ler or both Chandler and Water
pa
Waterfie4sauit he believed
inference of the
that the
petition *Ili be to show
Chandler "how"mtuly of his former supporters want him If
He added that, "I naven'
found anybody who wants
Chandler to run. There are some
who would vote for him if that
was the choice offered."
As a matter of fact, Waterfield said, "Nobody is clamoring for me or Henry Ward or
anybody else. It just doesn't
work that way."
Ward, former highway cesn-

Attend Film Classet
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — The
Egyptian Ministry of Education.
views with "alarm" a report that
movie theater revenues at morning shows have risen 50 per cent.
The increase came after the
opening of the school year.

8,000 Die Of TB
NEW YORK—About 8,000 peo
ple died of tuberculosis in 1965
About 50,000 new cases an
found each year.
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Doctor
In the Kitchen

ol

by W. W. Bauer, M.D.
Consultant, National Deny Council

BUILDING BLOCKS IN THE KITCHEN
Jimmy Is playing with his building blocks in a corner of the
kitchen, where his mother has
put him to keep him out from
under foot while she prepares
dinner.
Jimmie's blocks are not acting
right at all. Everything he builds
falls down, and at last he shoves
the whole mess aside and complains, "Mommy. I just can't
build anything'
"You have a book of pictures,
darling." she says, "to show you
how. Why don't you build something out of the book?"
"Aw, gee," he answers. "I want
to do it my own way."
"That boy!" she murmurs under her breath. "Always trying
to do things the hard way!"
At that point the doctor, if he
were in the kitchen, might say,
"Just like his mother . ." to
which she would respond indignantly, "What do you mean by
that?"
Mother, Too, Has Problems
Here's what I mean. Mother,
like Jimmy, is working all the
time with building blocks—cheriiical blocks, which make up the
important protein substances contained in the foods we eat, which
are necessary for the growth and
repair of living tissue. The chemical name for them is amino
acids. They are part of a large
group of similar substances with
fundamentally similar composition.
The living substance of the
animal body cell contains about
seven to 10 percent protein. This
protein is peculiar to each species, but it varies in different
cells according to their function.

to
in
ne

All protein is made up of a
combination of constituent substances; these are the amino
acids. The body is able to make
only some of these; the rest must
come from food. The best supplies come from meat, milk,
cheese, eggs and fish; additional
supplies come from cereals, nuts,
fruits and vegetables, especially
the legume (bean) family.
If the human body does not
get an adequate supply of these
build:ng blocks, it cannot build
and maintain its structure any
more than Jimmie can build
houses with his blocks if he
doesn't know how, or if he insists on doing it his own way,
regardless of directions from
those who do know how.
Recommended Allowance
The recommended protein allowance per day, from the four
food groups but principally from
the meat and dairy groups, is
stated on the basis of an adult
male, moderately active, and
weighing about IM pounds. He
should have 70 grams or about
two and one-half ounces of protein per day. Adult women require about 80 percent of the recommended male quota; children
require much more proportionately, to provide for growth. Activity does not ordinarily influence the protein requirement,
since protein is not an energy
food unless fats and carbohydrates in the diet are deficient.
So the doctor in the kitchen
suggests that mother apply to
herself the good advice she gave
her boy—follow the suggestions
of those who know, rather than
learn by herself, the hard way.

Museum For
Well Site?
FREDONIA, N.Y.—A natural
gas industry museum may rise
on an acre plot in Fredonia, site
of the nation's first successful
gas well, drilled in 1821 by William A. Harr

JAMISON SOFA SLEEPER
With Innerspring Mattress
Heavy Quilted U. S. Naugahide

all

a -

TOP JUNIOR MEMBERS—Eacn year 4-H'ers honor the outstanding senior and junior boy and girl in Obion cavity. 1111e
year Marilyn Hardy and Mike Muse received the junior honor.

Fresh Caught Flab
Hush Poppies, Slaw
Tarter Sauce
French Fries

More Tax Returns
Filed
WASHINGTON — In the tax
year ended last June 30, U. S
taxpayers filed 68.6 million re
turns-2.4 million more than it
1965.

General Electric
Solid State STEREO With AM-FM Radio

$154.50 with trade

$138.88

_SPEED QUEEN
FAMED FOR DEPENDABILITY

POLE LAMPS
$6.50
And Up
15 Inch
GE TELEVISION
$92.50
Easy
Terms
Free
Delivery
"TRADE

Trade In Allowance For Your Old
Bed Room Suite

Phone

472-1501

7u- w1481,64 ra

WITH WADE AND SAVE"

See Our
Selection
SOLID MAPLE
DINING ROOM

75.00
)

WADE.-/
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HOME OF 2000 LOW PRICES
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! ease of $45
million. Income
from crops during
the first eight months
of this year was $23.1
million more than for

WANT$SD: Colored Woman wants
to rilltia three or four room house
m sitiO Fulton or nearby on Tennessee-eide only. Call: 472-1657.

PIANOS FOR CHRISTMAS
Low overhead terms. Reed Music
Manor, Benton, Ky., Route 3. Open
evenings, Sunday 1:30 to 7 p. m.

CriBISTMAS special! We hang
all door mirrors and mantel mixrot's tree of charge within the
yew* and South Fulton corporate limits, Call your orders in:
early! Fulton Paint and Glass,
Con1PinV

REDUCE!
with Slender-X in tablet or chewing
gum form. Now available at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG

the same period in 1965.
Most of the increase
can be attributed to
better prices. At the
same time, farmers
have realized a greater
production.

Ashley wood heater, used
1 season
$30.00
Brand-new wood heater $78.88
20,600 BTU gas heater
$25.00
Chrom3 dinette set, 5 pieces $20.
Hollywood bed set, complete;
nearly new,
$38.88
2 old divans, fur
each
$10.
1 New coal heater
$58.88
New living room chair
$49.95
Cteltion floor - $2.25 Sq. Yard
2 New hollywood bed headboards, unfinished; $10 each or
both for $15.
2-Refrigerators in working
order, each
$20
Come in and browse around; wo
have lots of bargains not advertised,

SERVICES. Those of you who.
/have some service to offer have an
opportunity in classifieds. Do YOtil
paint? do alterations? fix bicyclesn
babysit? Make that speredireg moo.
ey - use Shopper classifieda!

Advanced!New!SpeciallyDereloped
Ohl
rif
25 RECTANGULAR

WHAT'S GOING ON

Commissioner
Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort

OR

AMPLIFIERS
STRINGS

EXCHANGE
ritrniture Company

29. overall dial. masc. 295 se. in, recHnitaiar plows viol

FISHING IS GOOD-ANYTIME-In Kentucky the fishing season is always open,
and Joe Polston, Jamestown, who took this string of mixed bass from Lake Cumberland during November will testify to the quality of wintertime catches. The
State Parks Department says good catches are made at all Kentucky reservoirs
during the late fall and winter months. All state park boat docks remain open
year-round to accommodate travelers.

by
Wendell P. Butler

ELECTRIC GUITARS

- In its
WASHINGTON
1965 session Congress approved
$119.3 billion in federal spending, a sum exceeded only by III&
$147 billion voted in 1942, the
first full year of World War II.
Only $2.4 billion was cut iron
President Johnson's requests,
the smallest reduction since
1960 when appropriations totaled $83.8 billion after $211 million was cut.

'EARLY BMW

HELP WANTED - MALE: Utility
serviceman (water treatment operator), excellent opportunity in
growing field. High school educa,topivaLgscalrr ITEMS
tion
age open, good physical
autches, walkers,
etc. are for rent or for sale at health. Apply Henry Dunn, City
Manager, City of South Fulton,
SOISHSIDE DRUG - 479-2262.
Tennessee.
THIS WEEK'S FURNITURE
SPECIALS
Early American living room
suite, maple trim,
r3duced to
$69.95
Early American two-piece
living room suite
$49.95
Modern two-piece living
room suite
$69.95
9x12 continuous filament
nylon rug, solid colors $29.95
FULTON HARDWARE &
FURNITURE COMPANY

Approved Federal
Spending Near Mark

Kentucky tobacco
markets are open and
farmers are moving
their crops to the
warehouses.
Many
farmers are still
stripping. Tom fteed,
Division of Markets
tobacco specialist,
has some advice on
how farmers can
better strip and hanReed points out that
farmers can gain a
better price by proper
grading of their tobacco.
They should
make as many grades
as necessary, being
sure not to mix trash
and solid leaves. Thin

bodied tobacco should
be separated from
heavy bodied tobacco,
and hands should be
tied in a uniform
size. Pressing will
help to keep the leaves
straight.
Before a crop is
loaded, Reed says it
is important that it be
stick graded. This
will make the unloading faster and the-

crop will go on the
baskets in amore
uniform manner. If
the crop is stick graded

at the b a r n, it will
lessen shattering to a
minimum as the sticks
will not be handled
so many times,
Reed also suggests
that farmers be careful not to handle or
bulk tobacco near
foreign odors such as
gasoline, manure or
strong chemicals.
Tobacco will often
pick up such odors
which will destroy its
flavor. Tobacco
should not be handled
when there is a small
amount of moisture in
the stems, nor should
it be bulked in large
quantities when the
stalks are frozen.
These are some
suggestions for
handling tobac c o.
While some of the
points may seem
minor, they will still
add to the quality of

tobacco a farmer has
to place before the
buyers.
*
As I reported several days ago, gross
receipts for Kentucky
farmers during the
first eight months of
1966 exceeded the
amount realized from
farm sales during the
same period last year
by some 20.8 percent.
Between January and
August, Kentucky
farmers sold $395. 2
million worth of
crops, livestock and
livestock pro du c t S.

;UAL SPEAKERS!
The WILLIAMS • Model 52970W
Beautiful.COntarnporary styled "10-boy"
cabinet in genuine oil finished Walnut
veneers and select hardwood
solids. Two Zenith quality
twin-cone ?o V speakers.

FULL ZENITH QUALITY!
Deluxe fine-furniture cabinetry!

In1965,farmers
grossed $327.1 million
from farm s a 1 e s

handcrafted...
built better to last longer.fl00%

this same period.
Acccrding to figures
prepared by the Kentucky Crop and Livestock Reporting
Service, farm sales
through August of this

during

HARDWIRED COLOR CHASSIS-No printed
circuits, no production shortcuts. Every Zenith TV
chassis connection Is 100% handwired for greeter
operating dependability.
SUPER GOLD VIDEOI GUANO TUNING SYSTEM with
exclusive Gold Contacts for ultra sensitive reception,
longer TV life and greater picture stability.
SUNSHINE* COLOR PICTURE TUBE-New europium
rere-earth phosphor for greater picture brightness.

year included $272. 2
mill ion from livestock
products and $123.1
miLion from the sale
c rops. Motto! the
increase over 1965

came from the sale of
livestock products--

Choose Zenith Ouplity for Finest Performance

Farming Equipment and Household Furniture

185 - ACRE FARM
Known as the Berry Hill Farm, located on the Jobe Road, 1 mile
west of Highway 45, 4 miles northwest of Water Valley, Ky., 4
miles southwest of Wingo, Ky. Selling on premises.

Thursday, December 8, 1966
SALE TIM 10 AlA -RAIN OR SHINE - LUNCH AVAILABLE

/
4 acres, has one
TRACT NO. I Consists of 1351
5-room house, hot & cold running water, 1 stock
barn, 1 milk barn, 1 tobacco barn.

are on school bus, milk and mail routes, has 2
stock ponds, stocked with fish and fair outside
fences. The farm has nice poplar and walnut
trees. These tracts will be sold separately and
then offered together. You may purchase either
tract or the entire 185 acres.

TRACT NO. 2 consists of 50 acres, has one 7room house, hot & cold running water, all mimessary out buildings. These tracts loin. Both farms
This fine farm has 125 acres in cultivation, will produce a top crop of anything grown in this area
year after year. Has approximately 105 acres sown in pasture and hay, has 50 acre corn base, 3.7
cotton base, 11.9 wheat base (already sown and fertilized) has 1.77 Dark Fired Tobacco Base.
If you are looking for a good farm,close to good towns, and just off Highway 45 HERE IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY ON THURSDAY, DEC. B. REMEMBER, WHETHER YOU RENT OR WHETHER YOU Rill t
YOU PAY FOR THE FARM YOU OCCUPY!

Farming Equipment

• Vox * Gibson • Gretsch • Guild
• Wurlitzer • Magnavox • Conn
• Mosrite • Farfisn * Selmer
• Leblanc • Singerland • Rogers
• Ludwig • Channel Master • Fender
TERMS: Cash or Credit With 50% Down DEALERS WELCOME
Ends Dec. 24th or Sooner
SALE STARTS FRL DEC. 2 at 9 A. M.

1 M.F. Tractor 35. Just overhauled, in perfect
2 i•dreOf selt••
2 riwk bed.
condition.
Iplay isa. east Tpkitzp type
2 ON Heeten
1 Diu plow
1 Illorew
I Teem dream honer
2 Deep Meows Ii Hoer type- 1 sprigle)
I Celthioter
1 LAmpa
Some heed laird Is end lend..
4 led Hides
2 lefrirprotors
900 bin !op mid Fescue Hey
Other ma« It... tee eammeerees te irtodirre
Mon wrier Mem Is. amens. mi mewl.
Tales mid Airs
Yee andyse. Mewls are sordidly *Mod to oimet leek His hem, hub% eiheipmere d termiltere ever entire* Were dray et sole. For I.Ny
ladereretho phase eeettrat Ode or Dertby Corry eases* phew. Area Cede 502 3/44411. Videpe, Ky.. Exchaerer or IL N. L•Ndur
sad lees Aseekimarra wad led Wore Brehm, phone 2514926 er 251-711444 Ilpeoevele, Teas
THE LAND IS HERE-THE OPPORTUNITY IS NOW - THE DECISION IS YOURS.

EICIIANCE
FURNITURE CO.H

Gale and Dorthy Curry, owners
ROUTE 2- WATER VALLEY, KENTUCKY
AUCTIONEERS and
B. N. LeDuke fa Son, REAL
ESTATE BROKERS
TIPTONVILLE, TENNESSEE-"Our Service Doesn't Cost-It Pays"

December 1, 1966

- Fulton Ky.
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FRESH PORK BOSTON

BUTTS:1;e

Lean
'and
lb. 4k
lb. 5k PORK RIBS
ANKS 12-oz. pkg. 49c SMOKED JOWL lb. 39c CUTLETS
lb. 49c
lb. 39c CHOPS
BACON
lb. 69c SAUSAGE 2 lbs 89c PICNICS
CUT
INsAUSAGE lb. 6k PIG FEET
lb. 6k
lb. 19c PORK iiioPs
lb. 19c LINK
JECK BONES
REGISTER FOR FREE 1961 MUSTANG
MARSHMALLOW CREAN
COFFEE
7-oz. Jar 19c
lb. 69c
mle
06.11Affgb SIN Syri
CORN
OIL
A
f.4.formago
BEANS
with
CHILI
SWIFT PREMIUM

REELFOOT - CORN VALLEY—PORK

REELFOOT SLICED

FRESH

PORK

FRESH MEATY LEAN

REELFOOT SMOKED

END CUT — PORK

FRESH

CENTER

KRAFT

FOLGERS CAN

(no Mountain Grown Coffee)

Z/614i
ting
19
6
TO IL SKIM* INC. 24 S'S PM

KREY 15-oz CAN

tww Orr

DUKES PURE

We revo.

(Very High In Poly Unsaturates)

4 for $1.00

Bottle 79c

STOKLEY'S

SA17ERS PURE

TOMATO CATSUP

BLACK PEPPER
8-oz. box 69c

(14-oz. Bottle)

5 for $1.00

DEL MONTE
DIAMOND

(NEW CROP)

BABY WALNUTS
2 lbs. 89c

BIG 46-oz. CAN

FRUIT DRINK

AWAY DECEMBER 24th AT5:15P.M.
TO BE- NOGIVEN
OBLIGATIONS
Just Register When You Visit Our Store.
On W-E-N-K Direct From Our Store.
Broadcast
Drawing Will Be

(Orange Grape)

3 for 89c

BE 18 or OVER TO WIN.
NO EMPLOYEES or MEMBERS OF THEIR FAMILIES ARE ELIGIBLE TO REGISTER, MUST

REGISTER AT ANY E_ W. JAMES & SON SUPER MARKET •

ONFAIPIMOUPWANW:IIMPIMMIPSirarIFAManplipli,MinanmwAramsrAninirIBrAninrArAraupurMarmummovArArAIAMdrivAr AirArAIWIFIKV/arallninlivIrIllrAgarAVAVArAFAIWAPAWAPinffundrAmpiimp
londgasinwar

rapiaserA

n Wednesda/
Double Quaid Stamps
LITTLE ANDY STICK
ardirarararmArairarworArArarArarawminimagirar

IgninormarmarmmArardranirmAyar.dirirm..
- KNIFE & FORK

SWEET POTATOES
4 Cans $1.00
ED 10-oz.
SWELLED

With Additional
$5.00 Purchase
Excluding Milk and
Tobacco Products
(Limit 2 lb. Please)

COTTON MAID

89c SPRAY 22-oz.
PECANS
STARCH
49c
CRUSHED iiiinAPPLE
—
POTATO SALAD 32 oz. 69
3 for $1.00
CHILI with BEANS 16 oz. 59c
SOFT 2 TUBES JET
VEGETABLE SOUP 16 oz.59c
Margarine 39c
CHICKEN SALAD 8oz. 55c
— FROM OUR KITCHEN

IEXTRA FANCY JUICY FLORIDA

GRAPEFRUIT
FAB REG. SIZE 20oz.

FRUIT — STOKELY'S

303 SIZE CAN

v Have You Planned Your Christmas
Shopping Yet? Remember Quality
Stamps Make It So Much Easier.
Take Advantage Of Wednesday Double
Stamp Day. Start Today And Let
Quality Stamps Do Your Christmas
Inc.

Each

PI

OLD VIRGINIA 18 oz. JARS(Ass° Flavors

box 29c ELMS
4 for $1.00 FLOUR

..WASHING POWDER

COCKTAIL

C

2Va SIZE CAN

ROBIN HOOD

2 lbs.

MARY LOU CUT

GREEN

303 SIZE

BEANS 2 cans 25c
COLE SLAW 16 oz.
39c
DRESSING & Gravy 16 oz. 69c
OL FASHION COOKIES
CARROT CAKE loaf 49c
— FROM OUR KITCHEN —

PAW - PAW

GRAPE
JUICE
Quart Bottle
3 For $1.00

BALLARD or PILLSBURY

CAN 6 Cans
BISCUITS
BEEF 24 oz. Can
STEW
imE 24 oz.
SYRUP

TENDERLEAF — INSTANT

BREAD

IiirLiEbU.RELoaf

49c

ALEYS

TURNIPS
PURE

TEA
BEANS

49c

KREY

HOME GROWN

3for SLIM
10 lbs. $1.29

11141160tWalli
AtirAraratniumundyardrow

39c

Lb. .5c

4oz. jar 8k
1/2 Gal. $1.29
4 lbs. 5k PICKLES
quart 4k
4 FOR $1.00
OPEN.7. DAYS
A WEEK

BROWN- EIGHT — GREAT N.

)1
EVkal ISL
,
RA:AIP

R - WAU — SWEET

flow

FOR YOUR SHOPPING
CONVENIENCE
STORE HOURS
Mon. Thru Thurs 8 to 7 Friday 8 to 8
Sat.8 to 9 Sun.9 to 7

a

ge
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did
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rate
Sh

glad
fries

